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SurveyGen is a Web-based application software that
 
produces surveys. SurveyGen creates Internet-based surveys
 
that can be accessed through a user-friendly Graphical User
 
Interface (GUI) via an Internet browser. The user of
 
SurveyGen provides the information for a survey in an
 
interactive way and SurveyGen produces the on-line survey
 
in Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) file as well as the
 
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) script file. Then any person
 
can access the survey through the Internet. The users of
 
SurveyGen need not know the details of the web server,
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Surveying plays a very important role in many research
 
areas of science, business, social studies and others.
 
Many companies and research organizations have been
 
devoting a lot of effort to surveying before making
 
important decisions. With the advancement of technology,
 
easy access and affordability of computers and the
 
Internet, many organizations find it convenient to provide
 
on-line surveys through the Internet. However, creating an
 
on-line survey normally requires background knowledge of
 
HTML and programming skills such as CGI scripting.
 
SurveyGen is a Web-Based software application tool
 
that creates Internet-based surveys, which can be taken via
 
the Internet. A user provides the necessary information of
 
a survey, and SurveyGen generates the on-line survey, ready
 
to be taken. Use of SurveyGen does not require any
 
computer programming skills. The level of expertise
 
necessary is the ability to use a computer WYSIWYG (What
 




When the project was started, the existence of any
 
survey generating software was checked using several search
 
engines. No survey generating software on the Internet.
 
However, currently there is a number of survey generating
 
software posted on the Internet. Among these, ^^WWW Survey
 
Assistant", from Mohsho Interactive Multimedia Inc., in
 
Canada, has comparable functionality and Can be compared to
 










HTML, Perl/ JavaScript, C
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Surveys can be up and
 
running in instant time
 








Table 1; Comparison of SurveyGen with WWW Survey Assistant
 
1.2 Product Overview and Summary
 
The SurveyGen helps users to create Internet-based
 
surveys quickly and easily without special programming
 




The generated surveys can be acoessed immediately
 
through an Internet browser, provided, of course, the
 
machine is connected to Internet. The survey application
 
can also be run on any other web server on the Internet
 




A Graphic User;: Interface (GUI) written in HTML and
 
JavaScript is used to provide the SurveyGen development
 
environment. Common Gateway Interface (CGI) in 





The survey produced by SurveyGen is a static HTML file
 
and Perl script. The static HTML file interacts with the
 
script to record the results of the survey. The results
 
are saved in a separate file.
 
C 




The following is the various software tools and
 
languages that will be used to develop SurveyGen and the
 
hardware requirements to support.
 
1. Hardware: IBM Compatible System
 
a. 200 MHz Pentium
 
b. 64 MB RAM ^
 
c. 6.0 GB hard disk
 
d. 3 'W' floppy disk drive
 
e. 8x IDE CD-ROM drive
 
f. 17" SVGA monitor
 
g. 104 standard keyboard
 




a. Redhat Linux 5.0 w/ Kernel v2.0.31
 
b. Apache Web Server 1.2
 
c. GNU gcc compiler
 




a. C Language: The SurveyGen CGI program and modules.
 
b. Perl: Generating corresponding CGI script for survey.
 
c. HTML: Generating survey form & GUI for SurveyGen.
 
d. JavaScript: Dynamic and interactive GUI for SurveyGen,
 














































The SurveyGen operates within the environment as
 
specified above in section 1.3.1
 
1.4 Graphical User Interface (GUI)
 






SurveyGen has a drop down menu and two tool bars.
 
They are displayed at the top of the window (Figure 2).
 
Figure 2. SurveyGen: A Web-Based Survey Editor
 
The drop down menu has File, View, and Help menu. The tool
 
bar consists of ten tool icons: New, Open, Save, Delete,
 
FTP Upload Image, Edit, FORM, CGI, Both, and Help. Those
 
tool icons have same functionality as the drop down menus.
 
They are shortcuts for the drop down menu choices. The
 
Insert Command Tool Bar is the real editing tool for the
 
web-based survey. It has fourteen tool icons: Title,
 
Subtitle, Insert Image, Insert Horizontal Ruler, New Line,
 
Space, Page Break, Question, Text Box, Radio Button, Check
 
Box, Text area. Undo, and Redo. The detailed explanation
 




Title Bar Gonslsts of fi^e items (Figure 3). The logo
 
of SurveyGen is located on the left-hand corner of the
 
title bari The title of the SurveyGen is placed right next
 
to the logo. Minimize icon. Maximize icon, and Close icon
 
can be found on right-hand corner of the title bar. Table
 
2 summarizes the effects of user inputs.
 












Click the Minimize Icon Minimize the window
 
Click the Maximize Icon Maximize the window
 
Click the Exit Icon Exit the program
 




1.4.3 Drop Down Menu
 
The Drop Down Menu has three columns of menus: File^
 
View, and Help. When the user moves the cursor, with the
 
mouse or other pointing device, over the menus, each menu
 
displays a drop down menu, an entry of which can be
 
selected by clicking. The drop down menu is implemented in
 




The File menu consists of five entries. New, Open,
 
Close, Save, and Exit (Figure 4). Each entry of File menu
 
has corresponding CGI interactions and HTML responses.
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Mouse Over on File
 
Mouse Over on New
 
Mouse Click on New
 
Mouse Over on Open
 
Mouse Click on Open
 
Mouse Over on Close
 
Mouse Click on Close
 
Mouse Over on Save
 
Mouse Click on Save
 
Mouse Over on Exit
 
Mouse Click on Exit
 
Change color to blue on File
 
Change color to blue on New
 




Change color to blue on Open
 
File Open Dialog Box shows
 










Change color to blue on Save
 
Save Dialog Box shows up to
 
select a name or an entry
 














 1.4.3.2 View Menu
 
The View menu consists of three different entries:
 
FORM, CGI, and Both. (Figure 5) Each entry shows a
 
different view of editing area of the window. When a user
 
selects FORM, the web-based survey form generated by
 
SurveyGen will show up on the editing area of the window.
 
If the user selects CGI, the corresponding generated CGI
 
script in Perl will appear on the area of the window. If
 
the user selects Both, the working area of window will be
 
vertically split and both the web-based survey form and the
 
corresponding generated CGI script will be displayed.
 















The Help menu has Topic and About entries (Figure 6).
 
Topic has three categories for getting help: Settings,
 
Tutorial, and Manual. Settings show how user can customize
 
the Internet browser for SurveyGen. Tutorial gives a
 
simple example that the user can achieve by using
 
SurveyGen. Manual gives the user detailed information
 














Tool Bar is located on the second row of the main
 
menu. The tool bar contains ten icons: New^ Open^ Saver
 
Deleter FTPImageUploadr EDITr FORMr CGIr Bpthr Help.
 








EDIT HTML CGI Both Help
 
Figure 7: Tool Bar
 
Each tool bar icon changes when depressed. (Figure 8)
 












Figure 8; Tool Bar Icon When C1ieked
 
The New icon opens and initializes a file for the
 
survey form in HTML format and a corresponding CGI script
 
in Perl. It also initializes all the necessary temporary
 
files that are needed to generate a survey. When the icon
 
is clicked, the program will check whether another file is
 
opened. If there is a file opened, it will give the user a
 
chance to save and close the previous work. The Open icon
 
gives a dialog box for the user to select a previously
 
created survey form. The Save icon saves the survey form
 
and the corresponding CGI script on the server. The Delete
 
icon provides the functionality of deleting old surveys in
 
the survey directory and images in images directory.
 
The FTPImageUpload icon allows the user to upload
 
images from the client machine to the server. When the
 
user clicks the icon, it will bring up a dialog box
 




owner of the directory where SurveyGen is installed, the
 






Figure 9: Password Dialog Box for ImageUpload
 
If the user enters the right password, it will bring up the
 








Curieiit directory is /iiome/project/pubIic_htinl'siirvey/iinages
 






















If Netscape 4.05 is usedy the user can drag and drop an
 




The EDIT icon allows editing a survey that was
 
previously created. It has three editing functionalities:
 






[ objectl 1	 □b/ect'l::iimags 
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□bject3:iquBStion:::; : : 
|:::ubject2:J Replacingfunction obrect4:.radio:.:button 










Figure 11: Edit Object Functions 
The replacing object function allows the user to replace an 
object with another object by selecting an object from the 
object list and by clicking the Apply button. If the user 
wants to delete an object, the user can select an object 
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from the list and the deleting radio button as well, then
 
click the Apply button. These actions will delete the
 
object and rearrahge the object numbers in both the survey
 
and the object list. Selecting an object and by clicking
 
the insert object radio button, the user can insert one or
 
more objects in between objects on the Survey. Clicking
 
the insert object radio button, the program brings up a
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ObjectLine helpsto The numberis thathow
 




wantsto insert.	 Apply. 

Figure 12: Inserting Object 	Function
 
The number is how many objects that the user wants to
 





after the selected object from the object list. The lines
 
between the objects help the user to distinguish the
 
objects in order to select the right object from the list.
 
The FORM, CGI, Both, and Help icon are explained above
 




1.4.5 Insert Command Tool Bar
 
The Insert Command Tool Bar is the main editing tools
 
of SurveyGen. This tool bar offers many editing functions
 
for creating a survey. (Figure 13) This section mentions
 
all the features of the editing command functions on the
 
insert command tool bar.
 














HR NewLine Space PageBreak Text Area Undo Redo
 




1.4.5.1 Insert Title Button
 
The Insert Title Button is located at the bottom left
 
area of the tool bar. When the user clicks the Title
 






Figure 14: Dialog Box for Title of Survey
 
In the title of the survey dialog box, the user can
 
enter the survey title in the title edit box and can
 




The font face attribute sets the typeface that will be
 
used to display the text on the survey form screen. The
 
typeface displayed must already be installed on the user's
 




Narrow, Gourier, Courier New, Garamond, and Times New
 
Roman. The Times New Roman is default font. If the
 
specified font is not available on the user's computer, the
 
text will be displayed in the default type that the browser
 
uses for displaying 'normal' text.
 
Font size ranges are one through seven. Six is the
 
default size for title of the survey.
 
There are three alignment options for title: left,
 
center, and right. Center is the default.
 
Sixteen font colors are available: aqua, black, blue,
 
fuchsia, gray, green, lime, maroon, navy, olive, purple,
 
red, silver, teal, white, and yellow. Black is the
 
default. When the user clicks the OK button, the title of
 




1.4.5.2 Insert Subtitle Button
 
The Insert Subtitle Button is second from the left on
 
the insert command tool bar. When the user clicks the
 
button, a dialog box that looks like the title of the
 
survey dialog box (Figure 14) appears. The only difference
 
is that subtitle of the survey dialog box has different
 
default options. The default font size is four whereas it
 
is six for title. Left is the default alignment. Bold
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1.4,5.3 Insert Image Button
 
The Insert Image Button is a tool that inserts an
 
image object into the survey. As soon as the user clicks
 
the button, SurveyGen lists the available images on the
 
server with a number of options. In the image dialog box
 
has image alignment option and set link option for the
 
image. (Figure 16) Using the alignment option, the user
 
can align the image as desired. Left, Center, and Right
 
alignment are available. If the user enters an URL, the
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If the user of SurveyGen wants to insert the image
 
that was created on the client machine, the user can use
 
the ImageUpload on the first tool bar.
 
1.4.5.4 Insert Horizontal Rvtler Button
 
The button simply inserts the horizontal line into the
 




1.4.5.5 Insert New Line Button
 
The New Line button is used for carriage return. It
 
will move the cursor to the beginning of new line.
 
1.4.5.6 Insert Space Button
 
If the user wants to leave space between objects, the
 




1.4.5.7 Insert Page Break Button
 
The function of this button is to separate the pages.
 
If the survey form is too long to fit onto one page, the
 
user can separate the survey pages by clicking the Insert
 
Page Break link. It will insert the goto next page button
 
at the end of each page of the survey.
 
1.4.5.8 Insert Question Button
 
The survey questions can be inserted into the online
 
survey form by clicking the Insert Question Button. It
 








 The user can type a survey question in the Question Edit
 
Box of the dialog box. The font attribute and text
 




1.4.5.9 Insert Text Box Button
 
The online Survey has four types of answers: short
 
text answer, single answer multiple-choice, multiple answer
 
multiple-choice, and long essay answer. The insert text
 
box button is for the short essay answers. It will insert
 
a single line edit box into the online survey form. As
 
soon as a user clicks the button, it will bring up the
 









 The user has to specify the length of the text answer box
 
by typing the number in the edit box of the dialog box.
 
The maximum length of text is optional.
 
1.4.5.10 Insert Radio Button
 
The user of SurveyGen can insert the single answer
 
multiple choice into the survey form by using Insert Radio
 
button. The button will bring up the radio button dialog
 
box. (Figure 19) : V
 




Figure 19; Number of Choices for Radio Button
 
The user enters the number of choices for the particular
 
survey question; it will then bring up the Radio Button
 








' ■, 'f. 
Figure 20: Radio Button Value Dialog Box 
The user has to enter the possible answers and return value 
for each answer. The default values are 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. 
When a choice is raadef the return value will be saved on 
the server. In some instahces, different return value may 
be desired for further and more complex processing by 
statistical application packages such as SPSS or SAS. 
1.4.5.11 Insert Check Box Button 
The Insert Check Box Button is for the multiple choice 
type questions, where more than one answer is possible. 
The button will bring up a dialog box listing a number of 
choices. It is very similar to Figure 20. As soon as the 
29 
 user submits the number of choices, the checkbox value
 









Figure 21: Check Box Value Dialog Box
 
1.4.5.12 Insert Textarea Button
 
This function inserts a multiple line text edit box
 
for an essay answer into the online survey form. It brings
 
up the essay answer dialog box. (Figure 22) The default
 
essay answer edit box size on the survey form is 100 by 10.
 
However, the taker of the survey can enter more lines than
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Figure 22: Essay Answer Dialog Box 
1.4.5.13 Undo Button 
The user can cancel recent actions, up to six levels. 
For example, if the user inserted an image object into the 
survey form, clicking immediately afterwards on the Undo 
Button the object is removed. Clicking again, the previous 
action is cancelled and so on. 
1.4.5.14 Redo Button 
The user can also restore the objects that were 
canceled by Undo Button. The user can restore up to six 
previously canceled objects. 
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1.5 TestGen Mode of SurveyGen
 
The SurveyGen has another mode that can create web-

based multiple-choice tests. By clicking on the logo of
 
SurveyGen, the user can enter the TestGen mode. The
 
general layout of the TestGen is exactly same layout of the
 
SurveyGen. However, some of the tool bars are not reacting
 





Figure 23; TestGen Mode
 
This version of the TestGen gives the user the ability
 
to create a simple web-based multiple-choice test. Since
 
multiple-choice questions acquire only radio button
 





TestGen mode. The Edit Tool button^ View CGI button^ View
 
Both button^ Text Box button^ Check Box button, and Text
 
Area button are disabled in TestGen mode.
 
To create a web-based multiple-choice test, first, the
 
user has to click on new button. A dialog box is brought
 
up that prompt for the title of the test and email address
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Figure 24: Class Information Dialog Box
 
After typing the entries, it creates the header of the test
 
on the editing screen window. Figure 25 shows the title of
 
the test and the student information input entries such as
 
student name, student identification number, and student
 
email address. It also shows a line stating that the
 
student can take the test only once. TestGen enforces this
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Studenrcan take.this test-only one-timef
 
Figure 25: Test Header
 
Then the user clicks thQ question button and types a test
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Figupe 26: Test Question Dialog Box 
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 It will insert the question on the test and ask how many
 
choices are needed for the question. (Figure 27)
 




Figure 27; Number of Choices Dialog Box
 
After entering a number, it will bring up the Student
 
Answer Choices and Correct Answer Dialog Box. For example,
 
if the user enters number four, it will bring up four
 
choices with blank boxes. However, if the user enters
 
number 2, True/False question will be assumed, and it will
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The user can erase the default values and enter new values
 
if desired. After entering the answers for the choices^
 
the user has to select a correct answer for the question.
 
Otherwise, it brings up an error message stating that the
 
question needs a correct answer. Finally, by clicking the
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Figure 29: A Question Inserted into the Test
 
By repeating the insert question procedure, the user can
 
insert an unlimited number of questions. By saving the
 
test, it will make it available on the web instantly, just
 




When the student fc^ kes and submits the test via a web
 
browser/ the test resuits (taw and percentage) will appear
 
on the web browser. Student information as well as test
 
information such as question numbers, correct answers, and
 
student answers will be recorded in a separate file. The
 








The SurveyGen: A Web-Based Survey Editor operational
 
























Figure 30. SurveyGen Environment 
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 1.6.2 State Diagram of SurveyGen
 













































Title of the Survey
 




































































































The following is the directory structure of SurveyGen.
 
It also shows the protection of directories and files in
 
the directories. Access to surveygen directories are
 




■ 	 LIIj public_htmi 
Directoryfor 
Generated Survey:



















Figure 33: Directory Structure of SurveyGen
 
When the user first opens up the SurveyGen, it will
 
bring up the htpassword dialog box which is provided by the
 






Username and Password Required
 
'W - > H ■ ■ .>1. ■ - * 
Figure 34: Htpassword Dialog Box
 
When the user provides a valid username and password,
 
SurveyGen will be displayed on the main screen area of
 
Internet browser, where survey can be created or an old one
 
can be edited. Otherwise, it will display an error message
 






The SurveyGen is intended as a single user product. A
 
single user can generate many surveys and tests.
 
Someone with CGI creation privileges can have access
 
to all directories and files of SurveyGen.
 
To protect the generated survey, it is recommended
 
that the ownership of the HTML and CGI files be changed
 
from nobody to a specific user. (The generated files are
 
accessed through web by the user nobody, which is the user
 
name under which the server daemon runs.)
 
Another concern is that users of the same system can
 











The reliability. of^ SurveySe verified via
 




Siuce this is an ihteractive prbgram, the response
 
time is very important. In ofder to make this program
 
efficient, there was careful consideration in the design of
 
the modules and also the size of images for the GUI was
 
kept as small as possible to optimize CGI query
 






i The SurveyGen can run on systems with an ANSI C
 
compiler. Apache web server, and Perl capabilities. The
 
generated survey can be run on any server system with Perl
 
(v. 5.0 or above).
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1.8.4 Testability
 








An error message is displayed with a JavaScript
 
message Box when the system detects an error. The user has
 






In conclusion/ SurveyGen, a Web-Based Survey editor/
 
was developed according to the software requirement
 
specifications. SurveyGen provides various functions that
 
make it easy to create a web-based survey without any
 
previous HTML and GGI programming skills.
 
SurveyGen is a full-featured interactive web-based
 
survey generating software tool written in CGI. Efficient
 
and interactive graphical user interface was implemented
 
with JavaScript and HTML.
 
SurveyGen is tiseful for organizations that need to
 
gather survey data for analysis through the web. The
 
gathered data can be further processed by statistical
 
software packages such as SPSS or SAS.
 
The modular design of SurveyGen allows easy
 
modification for transforming it to specific applications
 
such as Web-based test editor/ which was also implemented.
 
In particular/ this is a multiple choice test editor/ which
 
is included as a feature in SurveyGen.
 
The results of the test are immediately reported to
 
the test taker and to the test giver. In addition/ a
 




1.11 Proposed Future Development
 
1. 	 SurveyGen was developed and implemented on Redhat
 
Linux version 5.0. It can be modified to run on the
 
Windows ehvironments. The possible environments would
 
be Windows NT with Internet Information Server and
 
Windows 95/98 with MS Personal Web Server.
 
2. 	 SurveyGen is a Single-user survey generating system.
 
It allows only one user to access the system at a
 
time. If several departments in the organization would
 
like to create surveys simultaneously, SurveyGen can
 
be extended to a multi-user survey editing system.
 
3. 	 Extend the TestGeh Mode feature of SurveyGen to be a
 
more flexible test generating system that can provide
 
different types of answers such as essay type answers.
 
TestGen Mode of SurveyGen supports only the radio
 






1.12.1 Test Acceptance Criteria
 
The final product of SurveyGen has met all
 




The final product of SurveyGen was tested in
 
conformance with the following test modules.
 




2. 	 Integration Testing: The program was tested in the
 
scope of six integrated test areas: new survey mode
 
test, appending object test, replacing object test/
 




3. 	 System Testing: The CPU execution time of the object
 








Conation Gateway Interface (CGI) is a standard for
 
external gateway programs to interface with
 




It is an HTML <input> tag that provides users with
 
several choices, from which they can select as many
 








Horizontal Ruler (HR) is an HTML tag that provides
 












An easy to use scripting language that can be
 
integrated with HTML. Using JavaScript, dynamic and
 
interactive web page can be developed. In addition,
 
it enables easy access to advanced browser
 






Practical Extraction and Report language (Perl) is an
 
interpreted programming language that was initially
 
designed to make scanning and manipulating text files.
 




An HTML <input> tag that provides users with several
 






An HTML <input> tag that provides users with a multi
 








An HTML <input> tag that provides users with a single-





CHAPTER 2 DETAILED DESIGN 
This chapter presents the refinements of the 
architectural representation that lead to detailed data 
structure and algorithms Of SurveyGen. 
1. Function Name SurveyGen 
Where Used SurveyGen 
Purpose Main cgi of the SurveyGen program 
Subitems Extract user commands and call 
subroutines 




If there is Command 
Call Sub routine for the Command 
Else 
Display Error Message 
End If 
End 
2. Function Name New 
Where Used SurveyGen 





If a survey document open 
Warning Message display 
Else 





3. Function Name Open 
Where Used SurveyGen 







List Available Survey Names
 










Purpose Open a previously saved survey
 
Subitems	 Open survey, Create_Edit_Menu,
 


































List Available Survey Names
 








6. Function Name Savefile 
Where Used SurveyGen 
Purpose Save the document 





























































9. Function Name Del img 
Where Used Surveygen 







List Available Image Names
 
































Purpose Edit Old Survey
 










Get Object Name With Mode
 


















12.Function Name Title 
Where Used SurveyGen 
Purpose Insert a title of survey object 












Insert a Title Object into Survey
 








Else If Mode is Insert
 














Else If Mode is New or Append
 






















 Where Used SurveyGen
 









List Available Image Names
 






14.Function Name Insertimg 
Where Used SurveyGen 
Purpose Insert an image object 












Insert an Image Object into Survey
 








Else If Mode is. Insert
 














Else If Mode is New or Append
 


















■■End ^■ ■ " 
15.Function Name Insert 
Where Used SurveyGen 
Purpose Insert HR, NewLine, Space, Page Break 
object 






Get Insert Object Attributes 
Call Backup 
If Object is HR 
Insert HR Object into Survey 
Else If Object is NewLine 
Insert NewLine Object into Survey 
Else If Object is Space 
Insert Space Object into Survey 
Else If Object is Pag^ Break 
Insert Page Break Object into Suryey 
lEtlse ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■ ^''^ ■: • . ■ '. 
Display an Error Message 
End If 




Else If Mode is Insert 







Else If Mode is New or Append 

















16.Function Name Tbox_area 
Where Used SurveyGen 
Purpose Insert a text box or text area object 
Subitems Backup, Append tmp2,RefIesh edit menu. 











If Object is Text Box
 
Insert a Text Box Object into Sunvey
 
Else If Object is Text Area
 















Else If Mode is Insert
 














Else If Mode is New or Append
 




































Get Number of Choices
 






18.Function Name Makechoice 
Where Used SurveyGen 
Purpose Insert check box or Radio button object 
Subitems Backup, Append tmp2,Reflesh edit_menu, 











If Object is Check Box
 
Insert Check Box Object into Survey
 
Else If Object is Radio Button
 


















Else If Mode is Insert
 














Else If Mode is New or Append
 


















19.Function Name Undo 
Where Used SurveyGen 
Purpose Go back to previous state. 
Subitems Undo_html, Undo cgi. Undo cgiview. 
Undo_edit, Undo_edittmp, Undo edit1, 
Undo_appendmode, Undo editmode. 









































20.Function Name Redo 
Where Used SurveyGen 
Purpose Go back to previous state. 














CHAPTER 3 UNIT TEST
 
This chapter focuses on the verification process of
 
the smallest unit of software design, the individual
 
functions. Using the detailed design description as a
 






GUI Input Desired Output X
 
Title Click Minimize Icon Minimize Document X:;
 
Bar Click Maximize Icon Maximize Document X
 
Click Exit Icon Exit from SurveyGen X
 
Table 4: Title Bar Unit Test
 
Drop Down Menu Bar
 
GUI Input Desired Output X 
Drop Mouse Over on File Display File Drop X 
Down Down Menu 
Menu Mouse Over on View Display View Drop X 
Bar Down Menu 
Mouse Over on Help Display Help Drop X 
Down Menu 


















Mouse Over on New
 
Mouse Click on New
 
Mouse Over on Open
 
Mouse Click on Open
 
Mouse Over on Close
 
Mouse Click on Close:
 
Mouse Over on Save
 
Mouse Click on Save
 
Mouse Over on Exit
 
Mouse Click on Exit
 
Desired Output X 
Change color to X 
Blue on New 
Blank window shows up X 
to create a survey 
Change color to blue X 
on Open 
File Open Dialog Box X 
shows up to select a 
previously created 
survey 
Change color to blue X 
on Close 
Close the Window X 
Change color to blue X 
on Save 
Save Dialog Box shows X 
up to select a name 
or an entry for 




Change color to blue X 
on Exit 
Exit from SurveyGen X 
























Drop Down Menu Bar 
Input Desired Output X 
Mouse Over on HTML Change color to blue X 
on HTML 
Mouse Click on HTML Display Survey into X 
Main Window Area 
Mouse Over on CGI Change color to blue X 
on CGI 
Mouse Click on CGI Display CGI into Main X 
Window Area 
Mouse Over on Both Change color to blue X 
on Both 
Mouse Click on Both Split the Main Window X 
Display Both Survey 
and CGI 
Table 7; View Menu Unit Test 
Drop Down Menu Bar 
Input Desired Output X 
Mouse Over on Topic Change color to blue X 
on Topic 
Mouse Click on Topic Display Main Help X 
Window 
Mouse Over on About Change color to blue X 
on About 
Mouse Click on About Display About Dialog X 
Box 












Input Desired Output X 
Click on New Button Initialize New Survey X 
Click on Open Button Display File Open X 
Dialog Box 
Click on Save Button Display File Save X 
Dialog Box 
Click on Delete Display File Delete X 
Button Dialog Box 
Click on FTP Button Display FTP Password X 
Dialog Box 
Click on Edit Button Split the Main Window X 
and Display Object 
Edit Menu 
Click on HTML Button Display Survey into X 
Main Area of Window 
Click on CGI Button Display CGI for the X 
Survey into Main Area 
of Window 
Click on Both Button Split the Main Window X 
and Display Survey 
and CGI together 
Click on Help Button Display Online Help X 
into Main Area of 
Window 
Table 9: Tool Bar Unit Test 
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Click on Title Button
 




Click on Image Button
 
Click on HR Button
 




Click on Space Button
 
























Click on Undo Button
 
Click on Redo Button
 
Desired Output 




Display Sub Title 
Dialog Box 




Insert Horizontal X 
Ruler into Survey 
Insert New Line X 
Object into Survey 
Space Object into 
Survey 
Insert Page Break 
Object into Survey 
Display Survey 
Question Dialog Box 
Display Text Box 
Dialog Box 
Display Radio Button 
Dialog Box 
Display Check Box 
Dialog Box 









Go Back to Previous X 
State 
Go Forward to Next X 
State 




CHAPTER 4 INTEGRATION TEST
 
The program was tested in the scope of six integrated
 
test areas; new survey mode test, appending object test,
 
replacing object test, deleting object test, inserting
 
object test, and combination object test.
 
New Survey Mod.e Test
 






New Click on New Open a New Document X
 
Image Click on Image Insert an Image : X
 
HR Click on HR Insert a HR X
 
Title Click on Title Insert a Title X
 
sub Title Click on Sub Title Insert a Sub Title X
 
HR Click on HR Insert a HR X
 
Question Click on Question Insert a Question X
 
Text Box click on Text Box Insert a Text Box X
 
Question Click on Question Insert a Question X
 
Radio Click on Radio Insert a Radio Button X
 
Question Click on Question Insert a Question X
 
Check Box Click on Check Box Insert a Check Box X
 
Question Click on Question Insert a Question X
 
Text Area Click on Text Area Insert a Text Area X
 
Undo Click on Undo Go Back to Previous X
 
Redo Click on Redo Go Forward to Next X
 
Save Click on Save Save the Survey X
 














Open Click on Open Open a Previously X
 
Image Click on Image Append an Image , X
 
HR Click on HR Append a HR X
 
Title Click on Title Append a Title X
 
Sub Title Click on Sub Title Append a Sub Title X
 
:HR Click on HR Append a HR X
 
Question Click on Question Append a Question X
 
Text Box Click on Text Box Append a Text Box X
 
Question Click on Question Append a Question X
 
Radio Click on Radio Append a Radio Button 
. X
 
Question Click on Question Append a Question X
 
Check Box Click on Check Box Append a Check Box X
 
Question Click on Question Append a Question X
 
Text Area Click on Text Area Append a Text Area X
 
Undo Click on Undo Go Back to Previous X
 
Redo Click on Redo Go Forward to Next X
 
Save Click on Save Save the Survey X
 




















Edit Menu and Apply, Title
 
Click on Sub Title
 
Open Click on Open Open a Previously X
 
Image Select Image from Replace with New X
 
HR Select HR from Edit Replace with New HR X
 
Title Select Title from Replace with New X
 




 HR Select HR from Edit Replace with New HR X 
Menu and Apply, 
Click on HR 
Question Select Question from Replace with New X 
Edit Menu and Apply, Question 
Click on Question 
Text Box Select Text Box from Replace with New Text X 
Edit Menu and Apply, Box 
Click on Text Box 
Question Select Question from Replace with New X 
Edit Menu and Apply, Question 
Click on Question 
Radio Select Radio from Replace with New X, 
Edit Menu arid Apply, Radio Button 
Click on Radio 
Question Select Question from Replace with New X 
Edit Menu and Apply, Question 
Click on Question 
Check Box Select Check Box from Replace with New X 
Edit Menu and Apply, Check Box 
Click on Check Box 
Question Select Question from Replace with New X 
Edit Menu and Apply, Question 
Click on Question 
Text Area Select Text Area from Replace with New Text X 
Edit Menu and Apply, Area 
Click on Text Area 
Undo Click on Undo Go Back to Previous X 
State 
Redo Click on Redo Go Forward to Next X 
State 
Save Click on Save Save the Survey X 
Table 13: Replacing Object Test 
Deleting Object Test^ ^ 
Procedure Input . Desired Output X 
Open Click on Open Open a Previously X 
Saved Document 
Image Select Image from Delete the Jmage X 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
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HR Select HR from Edit 
Menu, Click on Delete 
Radio, Apply 
Title Select Title from 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
Sub Title Select Sub Title from 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
HR Select HR from Edit 
Menu, Click on Delete 
Radio, Apply 
Question Select Question from 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
Text Box Select Text Box from 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
Question Select Question from 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
Radio Select Radio from 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
Question Select Question from 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
Check Box Select Check Box from 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
Question Select Question from 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
Text Area Select Text Area from 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
Undo Click on Undo 
Redo Click on Redo 
Save Click on Save 
Delete the HR X 
Delete the Title X 
Delete the Sub Title X 
Delete the HR X 
Delete the Question X 
Delete the Text Box X 
Delete the Question X 
Delete the Radio X 
Button 
Delete the Question X 
Delete the Check Box X 
Delete the Question X 
Delete the Text Area X 
Go Back to Previous X 
State 
Go Forward to Next X 
State 
Save the Survey X 








Open Click on Open
 
Image	 Select Image from
 






HR Select HR from Edit
 






Title Select Title from
 






Sub Title	 Select Sub Title from
 






HR Select HR from Edit
 






Question Select Question from
 






Text Box	 Select Text Box from
 






Question	 Select Question from
 






Radio	 Select Radio from
 












Insert the Object X
 
Insert the 	Object X
 
Insert the 	Object X
 
Insert the 	Object X
 
Insert the 	Object X
 
Insert the 	Object X
 
Insert the 	Object X
 
Insert the 	Object X
 
Insert the 	Object X
 
Question Select Question from Insert the Object
 





Insert Radio, Apply 
Insert an Object 
Check Box Select Check Box from Insert the Object X 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Insert Radio, Apply 
Insert an Object 
Question Select Question from Insert the Object X 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Insert Radio, Apply 
Insert an Object 
Text Area Select Text Area from Insert the Object X 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Insert Radio, Apply 
Insert an Object 
Undo Click on Undo Go Back to Previous X 
State 
Redo Click on Redo Go Forward to Next X 
State ■ 
Save Click on Save Save the Survey X 
Table 15; Inserting Object test 
Combination Test 
Procedure Input Desired Output X 
Open Click on Open Open a Previously X 
Saved Document 
Image Select Image from Replace the Image X 
Edit Menu Apply with the Object 
Insert an Object 
HR Click HR Append HR at the End X 
of Survey 
Title Select Title from Delete the Title X 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
Sub Title Select Sub Title from Replace the Sub Title X 
Edit Menu, Apply with the New Title 
Insert an Title 
HR Select HR from Edit Insert the Image X 
Menu, Click on Insert right after the HR 
Radio, Apply 
Insert an Image 
Question No Question Stays X 
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Text Box SeleGt Text B6x from Replace the Text Box X 
Edit Menu, Apply 
Insert a Text Box 
with Different Size 
Question Click on Question Append the Question X 
Enter a Question at the End of Survey 
Radio No Radio Button Stays X 
Question Select Question from Insert the Text Box X 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Insert Radio, Apply 
Insert an Text Box 
Check Box Select Check Box from Delete the Check Box X 
Edit Menu, Click on 
Delete Radio, Apply 
Insert an Object 
Question No Question Stays X 
Text Area Select Text Area from Insert the Check Box X 
Edit Menu, Apply 
Insert an Check Box 
Undo Click on Undo Go Back to Previous X 
State 
Redo Click on Redo Go Forward to Next X 
State 
Save Click on Save Save the Survey X 
Table 16: Combination Test 
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APPENDIX A SOURCE CODE OF SurveyGen
 
Lists of Program Files:
 
1. 	 File Name: surveygen.h
 
Description: Header file for SurveyGen.c
 
2. 	 File Name: SurveyGen.c
 




3. 	 File Name: new.c
 
Description: Used to open a new survey document to SurveyGen.
 
4. 	 File Name: open.c
 
Description: Used to open a previously saved survey into
 




5. 	 File Name: save.c
 
Description: Used to save survey into public survey directpry.
 
6. 	 File Name: delete.c
 
Description: Used to delete a survey from survey directory.
 
7. 	 File Name: del_img.c
 
Description: Used to delete user image from image directory.
 
8. 	 File Name: editiC
 
Description: Used to provide user to edit survey.
 
9. 	 file Name: title.c
 
Description: Used to insert objects below:
 
1. Title of $urvey.
 




10. 	 File Name: image.c
 
Description: rnsert an image to survey from image directory.
 
11. 	 File Name: insert.c
 










12. 	 File Name: tbox_area,c
 
Description: Used to insert text box or text area into survey.
 
13. 	 File Name: getchoice.c
 




choices for radio buttons or check boxes.
 
14. 	 File Name: makechoice.c
 
Description: Insert radio buttons or check boxes
 
after get user choices from getchoice function.
 
15. 	 File Name: undo.c
 
Description: Used to go back to previous state.
 
16. 	 File Name: redo.c
 
Description: restore the previous state.
 
17. 	 File Name: parse.c
 
Description: Used to parse query strings from client.
 
18. 	 File Name: error.c
 
Description: Used to display error message
 
for exception handling with JavaScript dialog box.
 
19. 	 File Name: common.c
 
Description: Common modules are used by major functions.
 
20. 	 File Name: index.html
 
Description: Display menu and main window of SurveyGen.
 
21. 	 File Name: menu.html
 
Description: Displays main menu of SurveyGen.
 
22. 	 File Name: menul.js
 
Description: For interactive dropdown menus.
 
23. 	 File Name: menu2.js
 
Description: For interactive tool bar buttons.
 
24. 	 File Name: start.html
 
Description: Displays Logo of SurveyGen in 10 seconds
 
And go to next page.
 
25. 	 File name: title.html
 
Description: Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 
a title of the survey.
 
26. 	 File name: subtitle.html
 
Description: Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 
a sub title of the survey.
 
27. 	 File name: question.html
 
Description: Displays text edit dialog box for- inserting
 
a question of the survey.
 
28. 	 File name: tbox.html
 
Description: Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 




29. 	 File name: radio.html
 
Description: Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 
radio buttons for multiple choice answer.
 
30. 	 File name: cbox.html
 
Description: Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 
check boxes for multiple selection answer.
 
31. 	 File name: tarea.html
 
Description: Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 
a text area for long essay answer.
 
32. 	 File name: open.html
 
Description: It splits main window area vertically, and
 
displays survey in the left side of the window
 
object edit menu in right side of the window.
 
33. 	 File name: both.html
 
Description: It splits main window area vertically, and
 
displays survey in the left side of the window
 
corresponding cgi script in right side of the window,
 
34. 	 File name: about.html
 
Description: It displays about dialog box of SurveyGen.
 
35. 	 File name: min.html
 
Description: It minimizes survey document.
 
36. 	 File name: close.html
 








* File Name: surveygen.h
 





































































































































































































































































/* ■ . . 
* File Name: SurveyGen.c
 
* Description: Main program. Used to direct to proper function
 
' * , 	 , •calls..
 
*	 ■ ■■ ■ . 














































'	 ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 




























if((logfp = fopen("../log/access.log",'"a")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [access.log] file.");
 







































































































































* File Name: new.c ^
 















/* File flag checking */
 








































/* initialize flags */
 
putflag("openmode.tmp", flag = off);
 
putflag("savemode.tmp", flag = off);
 
putflag("editmode.tmp", flag - off);
 
putflag("appendmode.tmp", flag = on);
 
putflag("name.tmp", flag = on);
 
putflag("pgbreak.tmp", flag = on);
 




/* initiate edit.tmp */
 
if((edittmpfp = fopen("../tmp/edit.tmp","w")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [edit.tmp] file.");
 

































* File Name: open.c
 
* Description: Used to open a previously saved survey into
 































































int num = 1;
 




sprintf(msg,"Failed to Open [%s] file.",filename);
 


































fprintf(editfp," val.value = eval(prompt('How many items
 
































while((w = fgets(line,maxline,sfp) ) != NULL) { 
if( !strcmp(line,"<!-- begining of object list\n") ) { 
while( (w = fgets(line,maxline,sfp) ) != NULL) { 
if ( ! strcmp (line, "end of object list -^-->\n") ) { 
, ' break; 
; '■ ' ■ ■ ■ , v ■ ' • ' "" ' ' 
else { 
strcpy(object, line); 
fprintf (editfp, "< !—- %s -•^>\n", 
strtok(object,":") ); 































































FILE *sfp, *editfp; 
char line[maxline], *option, object[SIZE]; 
char survey[maxline], msg[maxline]; 
int num =1; 
/* create edit.html */ 
sprintf(survey,". ./survey/%s", filename) ; 
sprintf(msg,"Failed to Open [%s] file.",filename); 
if( (sfp = fopen(survey,"r") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message(msg); 
if( (editfp = fopen(". ./tmp/edit.tmp","w") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [edit.tmp] file."); 
while( (w = fgets(line,maxline,sfp) ) != NULL) { 
if( !strcmp(line,"<!— begining of object list\n") ) { 
fputs("<!— begining of object list\n",editfp); 
while( (w = fgets(line,maxline,sfp) ) != NULL) { 
if( !strcmp(line, 










; ■ „ • ' ' ; ■ '■) • ■ ■ ■ ■ ^ 
. break; 





• ■ : , , , ; v . ■ 










/* get object info */ 
if( (cfp = fopen(". ./tmp/cgi.cgiV/^'r'') ) " *) NULL) 
message ("Failed to Open licgi.Ggi] fileV 
if( (chfp = fopen(". ./tmp/cgi.html"/"a")j == (FILE *) NULL) 
message(VFailed to Open [cgi.html] file."); 
while( (w = fgets(line,maxline/cfp) ) != NULL) { 
if( !strcmp(line,"# objectl\n") ) { 
fprintf (chfp, "<br>% s ",1ine) ; 
while( (w - fgets(line,maxline,cfp) ) != NULL) { 
fprintf(chfp,"<br>%s",line); 
if( !strcmp(line,"# END OF OBJECT\n") ) 
' break; 
■■ ' .V. ■ ■/■■ ■ . ■ } ■ ' V . ■ ■ ■ ■ 
I: ' ' . ■■ 












char *filename^ file[SIZE], *htinl, ext[SIZE];
 




char survey[maxiine]^ msg[maxline], line[maxline], *w;
 




/* set flags */
 
putflag("new.tmp", flag = on);
 
putflag("savemode.tmp", flag = off);
 
putflag("editmode.tmp", flag = off);
 

































































/* set object edit mode flag*/
 
putflag("objecteditmpde.tmp"/ oemflag = off);
 













} ' ' ■ . ;\v-; ■ 
else if(strstr(file/"cgi-bin")?1:0) 
message("Error; [cgi-bin] is a directory name."); 
else
 




else " . .
 









* File Name: save.c
 














char form var[maxline], btn val[maxline];
 












show dir(title,command,form var,btn val);
 






FILE *hhfp, *tfp, *hdfp;
 




hhfp = fopen("../tmp/html.html", "r");
 
if (hhfp == NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [html.html] file.");
 
tfp = fopen("../tmp/html.tmp", "w");
 
if (tfp == NULL)
 

































final sufvey header */
 
hhfp = fopen("../tmp/html.html"/ "w");
 
• -if^ .(hhfp':=-^'NUI,L)^ ; ' ' -v;­
message("Failed to Open [html.html] file.");
 
hdfp ^  fopen("../tmp/header.html ^
 
if (hdfp == NULL)
 
message("Fai1ed to Open [header.html] file.");
 
tfp = fopen("../tmp/html.tmp"y "r");
 
if (tfp == NULL)
 





































/* closing the edit.tmp */
 
if((edittmpfp = fopen("../tmp/edit.tmp"^"r")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [edit.tmp] file.");
 




/* updating the html file */
 
if((hfp = fopen("../tmp/html.html","r+")) (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [html.html] file.");
 






/* insert footer */
 




fprintf(hfp,"<input type=submit value=\"Submit Form\">\n");
 
























/* updating the cgi.cgi */
 
if((cfp = fopen("../tmp/cgi.cgi","a")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [cgi.cgi] file.");
 




fprintf(cfp,"\n#~ — ; 
fprintf(cfp,"\n# HTML Response\";"); 































fprintf(cfp,"\n# END OF CGI PROGRAM "); 




fprintf(Cfp,"\n# THIS CGI PROGRAM WAS GENERATED 
BY SURVEYGEN "); 
fprintf(cfpv"\n# — ; 
fclose(cfp);
 




/* closing the edit.tmp
 
if((edittmpfp = fopen("../tmp/edit.tmp"^"a")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [edit.tmp] file.");
 




' } ■ ■ 
/* save survey */
 






char filename[SIZE], file[SIZE]^ *html, ext[SIZE];
 
char *fnamev name[SIZE]^ command[MAXCMD];
 
char permission[MAXCMD], flagfile[MAXCMD], i^sg[maxline];
 














































































■ } ' ■ .v 
else if(strstr(file,"images")?1:0)
 





















* File Name: delete.c
 














char form var[maxline], btn val[maxline];
 




















char ^filename, file[SIZE], *html, ext[SIZE];
 














































































Description: Used to delete user image from image directory.
 








char form var[maxline], btn val[maxline];
 












show dir(title,command,form var,btn val);
 











































































* File Name: edit.c
 
* Description: Used to provide user to edit survey.
 
/* provides object selection from edit menu
 
void edit(query tqueries[]^ int cnt_len)
 
FILE *hfp^ *htmplfp, *htmp2fpr *cfp, *ctmplfp^ *ctmp2fp;
 
FILE *editfp, *edittmplfp^ *edittmp2fp;
 
char line[maxline]^ *w, object[50]^ hobj_cmpl[50]^ hobj_cmp2[50];
 




int c, object_index, obj_^option__index, num, old_num, num_obj;
 




message("Ah object is in editing mode.
 






\ } ■ 


















■ ;}■ • 
/* get object delete_or__multi___insert information */
 










if( (obj_option_index == cnt^len) I I
 
( Istrcmp (tqueries [obj__option_index] .val,"") ) ) { 
message("Error: Command not returned from form!"); 
reflesh_edit__screen () ; 
exit(EXIT_FAILURE) ; 
■ ;} ■ . \ ; ■ . . 
strcpy(name, tqueries[object_index] .val);
 
strcpy (object strtok(tqueries [object^index] .val,":") );
 
object_name - strchr(name^ ' : ' )+2;
 

































































.if(num__obj < 1) {
 
message("Please enter a number.
 
























































*" ^ '• ■ '■ '' ^ ■ r'" / " ■ ■ . ' ' ' ■; ■ ■'■ ■■; ■ 
* File Name: title.c 
* Pescription: Used to insert objeGts below: 
* 1. Title of survey. 
* ; 2. Sub title of survey; 
■ * 3.,, ■ Question..' 
* ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ ; . . ■ 
-V ^ ■ , 7 ^ 
/* inset three types of text object */
 
void title(query tqueries[], int cnt_len)
 
FILE *hfp, *cfp^ *chfp^ *edittmpfp;
 
int title^index, font_index, fontsize__index, title__align__index;

int title__color_index, bold__index, italic_index^ cmd_index;
 




char bold[10] ^  bold___end[ 10]> italic [101> italic_end[10];
 




char obj name[maxline], object[maxlihe];
 
/* command */ 
for (cmd___index=0; cmd___index < cnt^len;cmd__index++)
if( !strcmp(tqueriestcmd^index] .var/ "command") ) 
break;­
if (cmd__index -= cnt_len) 
message("Error: Command not returned from form. "); 
/* title */ 
for (title__index=0;title__index < cnt__len; title__index++) 
if ( i strcmp {tqueries [title__index] .var^ "title") ) 
break; ■ 
if(title_index == cnt_len) 
message("Error: Command not returned from form."); 
/* font */ 
for (font__index=0; font___index < cnt__len;font__index++) 
if ( ! strcmp (tqueries [font__index] .var, "font") ) 
■ , break; ■ 
/* fontsize */ ;^ ■ 7/' 
for (fontsize__iridex=0; fontsize_index < cnt^len; fontsize__index++) 
if( !strcmp(tqueries[fontsize_index] .var, "fontsize") ) 
" break; ■ 7 
/* title_align */
 
































tqueries[bold_index] .val = bold;
 
} 
/* italiG */ ^ ^ ■ 
for (italiG__index=0;italiG_index < Gnt_^len;italiG_ihdex++)
if ( !strGmp (tqueries [italiG__index] .var> "italic") ) 
break; 




tqueries[italic_index] .val = italic;
 
} 




/* updating the content of file */ 
if( (hfp = fopen(". ./tmp/html.html","r+") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [html.html] file."); 
/* title alignment */ 




strcpy (title_align__end, "</center>") ;
 
}














/* title; bold */ 
















^ V;-.. . . . ■. ■■ 
/* title: italic */ 








strcpy (italic__end, ""); 






/* marking the object number */ S
 
/* new or append mode */
 
if ( ( !getnum("editmode.tmp" ) ) && (getnum( "appendmode. tmp") ) ) {
 
fseek (hfp, ftell (hfp) -back, SEEK__SET) ;
 
num = getnum("object.tmp") ;
 
sprintf (ob j_name, "object%d",num) ;
 
} ■; ^ ' v- - ; 
/* replace mode */
 
else if ( (getnum("editmode. tmp") ) & & ( ! getnum( "num_of_ob ject.tmp") ) )
 
fseek(hfp,ftell(hfp)-back,SEEK_SET); 
/* insert mode */ 













if( (getnum("editmode.tmp"))&^( !getnum("num_of_object.tmp") ));
 
else fprintf(hfp,"\n<I^— %s -->\n",obj_name);
 
/* insert the object */
 










tqueries [ fontsize__index] .val,
 
tqueries [title__color_index] .val) ;
 






































/* insert mode */
 
else if ( (getnum("editmode. tmp") )&&(getnum( "num__of_object. tmp") ) ) {
 















message("Unknown Operation!") ; 
fclose(hfp); 
/* updating the cgi.cgi */ 
if( (cfp = fopen(". ./tmp/cgi.cgi","r+") ) == (FILE*) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [cgi.cgi] file."); 
/* find end of cgi */ 
rewind(cfp); 
fseek(cfp,OL^2); 
/* marking the object number */
 
/* new or append mode */
 






fprintf(cfp,"# —> Non-Variable Object <—\n");
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 fprintf(cfp,"# END OF OBJECT\n");
 




fprintf(cfp,"# —■> Non-Variable Object <—\n"); 
/* insert mode */
 
else if( (getnum("editmode.tmp") )&&(getnum("num_of_object.tmp") ) )
 
fprintf (cfp, "# %s\n", obj__name) ;
 







/* updating the cgi.html */ 
if( (chfp = fopen(". ./tmp/cgi.html","r+") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [cgi.html] file."); 
/* find end of cgi view */ 
rewind(chfp); 
fseek(chfp,OL,2); 
/* marking the object number */
 
/* new or append mode */
 




fprintf(chfp,"<br># --> Non-Variable Object <—\n"); 
fprintf(chfp,"<br># END OF OBJECT\n"); 
/* replace mode 
else if ( (getnum("editmode. tmp") ) && ( Igetnum( "num_of_object.tmp") ) ) 
. {• . 
fprintf(chfp,"<br># —> Non-Variable Object <—\n"); 
■}
 
/* insert mode */
 
else if( (getnum( "editmode.tmp") )&&(getnum("num_of_object.tmp")) ) {
 
fprintf (chfp, "<br># %s\n", obj__name) ; 
fprintf(chfp,"<br># —Non-Variable Object <—\n"); 
} , 
else 
message("Unknown Mode Operation!"); 
fclose(chfp); 
/* register the object into edit.html 
if( (edittmpfp = fopen(". ./tmp/editl.html","a") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [editl.html] file."); 
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else if((getnum("editmode.tmp"))&&(!getnum("num_of__object.tmp")) ) ;
 












} ■ , ■■ ; ' ■ - ^ '■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■■ ■ ' ■ ■ ; 
else 
message("Unknown Mode Operation!"); 
fclose(edittmpfp); 
/* register the object into edit.tmp */ 
if( (edittmpfp = fopen(". ./tmp/edit.tmp"y"a") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [edit.tmp] file."); 
/* new or append mode */ 
if ( ( !getnum("editmode. tmp") ) && (getnum( "appendmode. tmp") ) ) { 
old_num = getnum("object. tmp") ; 
fprintf(edittmpfp,"object%d: %s\n"^ 
old__num, tqueries [cmd_index] .val); 
putnum("object. tmp",num) ;
}- ■■ : , ■; ■ ■ . , ■ ■■ ■ ' /; . • : v ; / 
/* replace mode */ 
else if ( (getnum( "editmode. tmp") ) && ( ! getnum( "num__of_ob ject.tmp") ) ) { 
old__num = getnum("object. tmp") ; 
fprintf(edittmpfp,"object%d: %s\n", 
old_num,tqueries [cmd_index] .val) ; 
old_num = getnum("oldobject .tmp") ; 
putflag("object. tmp",old_num) ; 
} \ 
/* insert mode */ 
else if ( (getnum( "editmode. tmp") ) && (gethum( "num_of__object. tmp") ) ) { 
old_num = getnum("ob ject. tmp") ; 
fprintf(edittmpfp,"object%d: %s\n", 
old__num+l, tqueries [ cmd__index] .val); 
putnum("object.tmp",num) ; 
else 
message("Unknown Mode Operation!"); 
fclose(edittmpfp); 
/* Updating the screen */ 
strcpy(object,tqueries[cmd_index] .val); 




append_tinp2("htird.html "html. ' 
append_jtinp2("cgi.cgi","qgi:.tinp2"); 
append__tmp2("cgi.html■% "cgi.view2"); 
append_tmp2 ("edit, tmp",, "edit.Ist2"); 
reflesh_^dit_jmepu(object); 
update__screen ( ); 
putflagC'objecteditmode.tmp", off); 
} ■ vV: 
/* insert mode */
 
else if( (getnum("editmode.tmp"j)&&(getnum("num_of_object.tmp") ) ) {
 
if (getnum("num__of_ob ject. tmp") == isempty) { 
append___tmp2 ("html.html", "html.tmp2") ; 
append__tmp2 ("cgi.cgi","cgi.tmp2") ; 
append__tmp2 ("cgi.html", "cgi.view2" ) ; 
append__tmp2 ("edit ^ tmp", "edit.Ist2"); 









/* new or append mode */ 
else if( (getnum("appendmode.tmp") )&&(getnum("openmode.tmp") ) ) { 














/* set flags */ 
if( (num = getnum("num^bf^object.tmp")) >=2) { 
putflag ("num__of__ob ject. tmp",num-1) ; 
putf1ag("editmode.tmp", on); 
putflag("appendmode.tmp", off); 
putflag("oldobject. tmp", old___num+l) ; 















Description: Insert an image to survey from image directory.
 




{ , V ■ '' ' V ; 
char title[maxline], command[maxline];
 
char form var[maxline]^ btn val[maxline];
 












show dir(title,command,form var,btn val);
 
/* insert an image */
 
void insertimg(query tqueries[], int cnt__len)
 










int imgfi1ename_index, alignment_index, link__index, cmd__index;
 












message("Error: Command not returned from form.");
 














message("Error: Command not returned from form.");
 














message("Error: Command not returned from form.");
 






































strcpy (alignment__begin, "") ;
 
strcpy (alignment___end^ "") ;
 
■} ■ 
/* image link */
 






/* updating content of file */ 
if( (hfp = fopen(". ./tmp/html.html", "r+") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [html.html] file."); 






/* marking the object number */
 
/* new or append mode */
 









































else fprintf(hfp,"\n<I-— %s —>\n",obj_name);
 


























} ■ ■ 





































/* updating the cgi.cgi */
 
if((cfp = fopen("../tmp/cgi.cgi","r+")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [cgi.cgi] file.");
 






/* marking the object number */
 








fprintf(cfp,"#—> Non-Variable Object <—\n");
 
































/* updating the cgi.html */
 
if((chfp = fopen("../tmp/cgi.html","r+")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [cgi.html] file.");
 






/* marking the object number */
 
/* new or append mode */
 









fprintf(chfp,"<br># —-> Non-Variable Object <--\n");
 






















fprintf(chfp,"<br># --> Non-Variable Object <--\n");
 







/* register the object into edit.html */
 
if((edittmpfp = fopen("../tmp/editl.html"^"a")) == NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [editl.html] file.");
 
































/* register the object into edit.tmp */
 
if((edittmpfp = fopen("../tmp/edit.tmp","a")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [edit.tmp] file.");
 
/* new or append mode */
 


















































/* replace mode */
 
















■	 ■}' ■ 
/* insert mode */ 
else if ( (getnum("editmode. tmp") )&&(getnum( "num_of_object. tmp") ) ) 
{ 
if (getnum( "num_of__object. tmp") == isempty) {
 
append__tmp2 ( "html.html", "html. tmp2") ;
 
append_tmp2 ( "cgi.cgi", "cgi.tmp2") ;
 



















/* new or append mode */
 















message("Error: File name was not selected or typed.");
 
/* set flags */
 

























. . •-. ; ■ , . ,/• ■ ■ ■' '■ ■ ■■■;■ \ , ■ ■ 
* File Name: iasert.c 








*	 ^ 4. Page Break. 
v v-'^V;y, , •- , y;y ' 
/* insert the selected object from the those 4 objects */ 
void insert(char *tag) 






char obj__name [maxline] ^  object [maxline];
 
int num^ old_num, flag^ objecteditmode;
 












/* updating the content of file */ 
if( (hfp = fopen(". ./tmp/html.html", "r+") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [html.html] file."); 














else if( !strcmp(tag,"pgbreak") ) 
sprintf(insert,"<hr><center><a href=\"#page%s\"> 
<img src=\". ./survey/images/next.jpg\" border=0 










message("Error: Command not returned from form."); 










/* marking the object number */
 
/* new or append mode */
 













/* insert mode */ 
else if((getnum("editmode.tmp"))& & (getnum("num_of_object.tmp")) ) 







y ' • , ■ . : . , ■ V : V--'' ' ' ' . • V 
else 
message("Unknown Mode Operation!"); 
if( (getnum("editmode.tmp") )&&( Igetnum("num_of_object.tmp") ) ); 
else fprintf(hfp,"\n<!-- %s -^>\n",obj_name); 
/* insert the object */ 
fprintf(hfp,"%s\n",insert); 
/* new or append mode */ 
if( ( !getnum("editmode.tmp") )&&(getnum("appendmode.tmp") ) ){ 
fprintf(hfp,"\n"); 
fprintf (hfp, "\n<!— END OF OBJECT—>") ; 
fprintf (hfp, "\n</form>") ; 
} . ■ ■ v . " ' ■ ' 
/* replace mode */ 
else if( (getnum("editmode.tmp"))&fi( Igetnum("num_of_object.tmp") ) ) 
- • ■ ■ "■ ■ "v:' V :/ ■ ■■• . ■ " ' ■ ■ 
fprintf (hfp,"\n "); 
fprintf(hfp,"\n"); 
) 
/* insert mode */ 
else if ( (getnum( "editmode. tmp") ) & & (getnum( "num__of_ob ject. tmp") ) ) { 























/* updating the cgi.cgi */
 
if((cfp = fopen("../tmp/cgi.cgi"V "r-^")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [cgi.cgi] file.");
 






/* marking the object number */
 
/* new or append mode */
 






fprintf(cfp,"# —> Non-Variable Object <-—\n");
 
fprintf(cfp,"# END OF OBJECT\n");
 
. ■ V,:.- . ' ■ ^ ;■
/* replace mode */
 
else if ( (getnum("editmode. tmp") )&&( !getnum("num__of__object. tmp") ) )
 
■ ^ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ V ' ■ ■ ■ ■ '■
fprintf(cfp,"# —> Non-Variable Object <—\n");
} V , ■ ■ ;; ' , ■ . ^ 
/* insert mode */ 
else if ( (getnum("editmode. tmp") ) & & (getnum("num__of_ob ject.tmp")) ) 
{ ■ ■
 
fprintf (cfp, "# %s\n", obj__name) ;
 
fprintf(cfp,"# -—> Non-Variable Object <—\n");
 
} ' ■ 
else ' 
message("Unknown Mode Operation!"); 
fclose(cfp); 
/* updating the cgi.html */ 
if( (chfp = fopen(". ./tmp/cgi.html", "r+") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [cgi.html] file."); 
/* find end of cgi view */ 
rewind(chfp); 
fseek(chfp,0L,2); 
/* marking the object number */ 
/* new or append mode */ 
if( ( !getnum("editmode.tmp") )&&(getnum("appendmode.tmp") ) ) { 
fseek (chfp, ftell(chfp) -cvback, SEEK___SET) ; 
fprintf(chfp,"<br># %s\n",obj_name); 
fprintf(chfp,"<br># —> Non-Variable Object <■—\n") ; 
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 fprintf(chfp,"<br># END OF OBJECTXn");
 
} ■ 7 / ■
 
/* replace mode */
 








/* insert mode */ 
else if ( (getnum("editmode. tmp") ) && (getnum("num_of__object. tmp") ) ) { 
fprintf(chfp/"<br># %s\n"^obj_name); 
fprintf(chfp,"<br># --> Non-Variable Object <—\n"); 
}, „ ■ 
else 
message("Unknown Mode Operation!"); 
fclose(chfp) ; 
/* register the object into edit.html */ 
if( (edittmpfp = fopen(". ./tmp/editl.html","a") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [editl.html] file."); 
/* new or append mode */
 
if ( ( Igetnum( "editmode. tmp") ) && (getnum( "appendmode. tmp") ) ) ;
 
/* replace mode */
 
else if( (getnum("editmode.tmp") )&&( Igetnum("num_of_object.tmp") ) )
 
/* insert mode */ 
else if ( (getnum("editmode. tmp") )&&(getnum("num__of_object. tmp") ) ) { 
old_num = getnum("oldobject.tmp"); 
fprintf(edittmpfp,"<!— object%d —->\n",old_num) ; 
fprintf(edittmpfp,"<option>object%d: %s</optibn>\n", 






/* register the object into edit.tmp */ 
if( (edittmpfp = fopen(". ./tmp/edit.tmp","a") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [edit.tmp] file."); 
/* new or append mode */ 
if ( ( ! getnum( "editmode. tmp") ) & & (getnum("appendmode. tmp") ) ) { 
old__num = getnum("object.tmp") ; 
fprintf (edittmpfp, "object%d: %s\n", old__num, tag) ; 
putnum( "object, tmp",num) ; 





















■• ■{ ■ , ,■ ■■ ^ ■ . 















/* replace mode */
 
if ( (getnum( "editmode. tmp" ) )&&( ! getnum( "num__of_ob ject. tmp"j ) ) { 
append__tmp2 ( "html.html", "html. tmp2") ; 
append_tmp2 ("cgi.cgi","cgi. tmp2") ; 
append^tmp2 ( "cgi.html", "cgi.view2") ; 
append_tmp2("edit.tmp","edit.Ist2") ; 
reflesh__edit_menu(object) ; 
update___screen () ; 
putflag("objecteditmode.tmp", off); 
I ,
/* insert mode */
 
else if ( (getnum("editmode. tmp") ) && (getnum( "num__of__obj ect. tmp") ) )
 
if (getnum("num___of__obj ect. tmp") == isempty) { 
append_tmp2 ("html.html", "html. tmp2") ; 
append_tmp2 ( "cgi.cgi","cgi.tmp2") ; 
append_tmp2 ( "cgi.html", "cgi.view2") ; 
append_tmp2("edit.tmp","edit.Ist2"); 










} : ■ , ■ •
 
/* new or append mode */
 
else if ( ( !getnum("editmode. tmp") ) && (getnum( "appendmode.tmp") ) ) {
 














, } . • . .
 
/* set flags */
 




























* File Name: tbox__area.c
 
* Description: Used to insert text box or text area into survey.
 
■ '*/ 
/* insert tdxt box or text area */
 
void tbox__area(query tqueries[], int cnt_len^ char *cmd)
 
I ■ ■ 
FILE *hfp, *cfp^ *chfp, *edittmpfp; 
int width_index, mlength_height_index^ cmd_index; 
int num, old_num, end, flag, objecteditmode; 
char varname[MAXSTR]; 
char line[maxline], *c; 











message("Error: Command not returned from Dialog Box.");
 
/* text box or text area size */
 



















message("Command not returned from Dialog Box.");
 
■} 
if(width__index == cnt__len) 
message("Error: Command not returned from Dialog Box."); 
/* text maxlength or text area height */
for(mlength_height_index=0;mlength_height__index < cnt_len; 
mlength_height__index++) { 
if( !strcmp(cmd,"tbox") ) { 
if ( ! strcmp (tqueries [mlength__height__index] .var, 
"tmsize") ) 
break; 
. } ■ , 
else if( !strcmp(cmd,"tarea") ) { 












message("Error: Command not returned from Dialog Box.");
 












/* updating the html file */
 
if((hfp = fopen("../tmp/html.html","r+")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [html.html] file.");
 




/* marking the object number */
 
/* new or append mode */
 








} ' ■ .. ' ' ■ 












































































/* replace mode */
 









/* insert mode */ 
else if ( (getnum("editmode. tmp") )&&(getnum("num__of_object. tmp") ) ) 
{
 




fprintf(hfp,"<!~ END OF OBJECT —->\n");
 









message("Unknown Operation!") ; 
fclose(hfp); 
/* updating the cgi.cgi */ 
if( (cfp = fopen(". ./tmp/cgi.cgi","r+") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [cgi.cgi] file."); 






/* marking the object number */
 










fprintf(cfp,"# END OF OBJECT\n");
 
}■ , ■ ■ . ;■ •
 
/* replace mode */
 
else if ((getnum("editmode. tmp") ) && ( ! getnum("num__of__object. tmp") ) )
 
fprintf(cfp,"print SURVEY \"$in{\'%5\'},\ ;\n",varname); 
/* insert mode */ 
else if( (getnum("editmode.tmp") )&&(getnum("num_of_object.tmp") ) ) { 
fprintf(cfp,"# %s\n",obj_name); 
fprintf(cfp,"print SURVEY \"$in{\;%s\'}, ;\n",varname); 
} ■ 
else 
message("Unknown Mode Operation!") ; 
fclose(cfp); 
/* updating the cgi.html */ 
if( (chfp = fopen(". ./tmp/cgi.html","r+") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [cgi.html] file."); 
/* find end of cgi view */ 
rewind(chfp); 
fseek(chfp,OL,2) ; 
/* marking the object number */
 
/* new or append mode */
 














/* replace mode */
 








/* insert mode */ 
else if( (getnum("editmode.tmp") )&&(getnum("num_of_object.tmp") ) ) { 
fprintf(chfp,"<br># %s\n",obj_name); 
fprintf(chfp,"<br>print SURVEY \"$in{\'%s\' }.\";\n", 
varname); 
} ■ " 
else 





/* register the object into edit.html */
 
if{(edittmpfp = fopen("../tmp/editl.html","a")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [edit.html] file.");
 
/A hew or append mode */
 






/* insert mode */
 
















/* register the object into edit.tmp */ 
if((edittmpfp = fopen("../tmp/edit.tmp","a")) == ■ (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [edit.tmp] file."); 

































































































































/* 	set flags */
 



































Description: Used to display a dialog box to get user
 
choices for radio buttons or check boxes.
 
/* get choices */
 






int L, num^ num_of_choice;
 
char varname[MAXSTR]^ title[MAXSTR]/ command[MAXCMD];
 
/* number of choices */
 












} ■ ■ 
■ ■ } 
else if(!strcmp(cmd,"cbox")) { 
if(!strcmp(tqueries[choice_index].var, "cboxnum")) { 
strcpy(title,"Number of Check Boxes:"); 
strcpy(command,"check_box"); 
break; 
} ■ ■ ■ 
else
 










if(niJim__of__choice == empty) {
 































































for (i=0; i < num_of_GhoiGe; i++) {
 













printf("<input type=hidden name=nitems value=%d>"^num^of^Ghoioe);
 










printf("<input type=\"reset\" value=\" Clear \"> ");
 




























* ■ , 
* File Name: makechGice.c
 
* Description: Insert radio buttons or check boxes
 




/* insert radio buttons or check boxes */
 
void makechoice(query tqueries[], int cnt_len, char *cmd)
 
{ • ■ , " ■ 
FILE *hfp, *cfp^ *chfp^ ^edittmpfp; 
data item[cnt__len], exp_value[cnt__len]; 
int i^ num, old^num, items, cmd__index, nitem_index; 
int varname__index, index, vindex, flag, objecteditmode; 
char varname[MAXSTR], vname[MAXSTR], e__value[MAXSTR]; 
char var[MA}CSTRl, val[MAXSTR], html^tag[MAXSTR], *c; 











message("Command not returned from Dialog Box.");
 
























message("Command not returned from Dialog Box.");
 
/* variable index */
 
for(i=0;i < items;i++) {
 










'■ . . y
if(index == cnt_len) 
message("Command not returned from Dialog Box."); 
item[i].var = strtok(tqueries[index] .var,"-"); 
item[i].val = tqueries[index].val; 
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/* expecting value index */
 
for(i=0;i < items;i++) {
 





if ( !strcmp (tqueries [vindex] .var, e__value) ) 
.break.;" 
if(vindex cnt_len) 
message("Command not returned from Dialog Box.");
exp__value[i] .var = strtok (tgueries [vindex] .var, ; 
exp_value[i] .val = tgueries[vindex] .val; 
■ }. ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ 
/* backup contents of files */ 
backup(HTMLnCGI); 
/* updating the html file */ 
if( (hfp = fopen(". ./tmp/html.html","r+") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [html.html] file."); 
7* find end of form */ 
fseek(hfpyOL,2); 
/* marking the object number */
 
/* new or append mode */
 








/* replace mode */
 
else if ( (getnum("editmode. tmp") ) && ( !getnum("num___of_ob ject. tmp") ) )
 
fseek(hfp,ftell(hfp)-back,SEEK_SET); 
/* insert mode */ 









message("Unknown Mode Operation!"); 
if((getnum("editmode.tmp") )&&( Igetnum("num_of_object.tmp") ) );
 
else fprintf(hfp,"\n<I— %s —>\n",obj_name);
 











message("Error: Command not returned from Dialog Box.");
 
































































if(getnum{"num_of_object.tmp") >= 2) { 
fprintf(hfp,"\n"); 















strcpy(varname^ tqueries[varname__index] ^ val);
 
/* updating the cgi.cgi */
 
if((cfp = fopen(•^./tItlp/c^.cgi'^"r+")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [cgi.cgi] file.");
 






/* marking the object number */
 










fprintf(cfp,"# END OF OBJECT\n");
 
/* replace mode */
 






}■ _ ^ 
/* insert mode */ 
else if ( (getnum( "editmode. tmp") ) && (getnum( "num_of_ob ject. tmp") ) ) { 
fprintf (cfp, "# %s\n", obj__name) ; 
fprintf(cfp,"print SURVEY \"$in{\'%s\V},\";\n",varname); 
. }■ 
else 
message("Unknown Mode Operation!"); 
fclose(cfp); 
/* updating the cgi.html */ 
if( (chfp = fopen(". ./tmp/cgi.html","r+")) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [cgi.html] file."); 
/* find end of cgi view */ 
rewind(chfp); 
fseek(chfp,OL,2); 
/* marking the object number */
 
/* new or append mode */
 










fprintf(chfp,"<br># END OF OBJECT\n");
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 /* replace mode */ 
else if({getnum("editmode. )&&(!getnum("num_of__object.tmp")) ) 
.. ^ ' ■ '■ ■ ■ , 












else ^'V' ^ ■ 
message("Unknown Mode Operation!"); 
fclose(chfp);
 
/* register the object into edit.html */ /
 
if{(edittmpfp = fopen ./tmp/editl.html","a")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 
message("Failed to Open [edit.html] file,");
 






















;}. ^ V ■'v­ ' ■. ' ■ ■ ■ 
else 
message("Unknown Mode Operation!"); 
fclose(edittmpfp); 
/* register the object into edit.tmp */ 
if( (edittmpfp = fopen(". ./tmp/edit.tmp","a") ) == (FILE *) NULL) 
message("Failed to Open [edit.tmp] file."); 
new or append mode */ 
if ( ( !getnum("editmode.tmp") ) && (getnum("appendmode. tmp") ) ) { 
old__num = getnum("object.tmp") ; 
fprintf (edittmpfp,"ob ject%d: %s\n",old_num, 
tqueries [ cmd_index] .val); 
putnum("object.tmp",num) ; 




/* replace mode */
 
else if((getnum("editmode.tmp") ) &&(!getniim("num_of__object.tmp")) )
 











/* insert mode */
 








} . ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ^ ■ ■ ■ 
else 
message("Unknown Mode Operation!"); 
fclose(edittmpfp);
 


















































/* new or append mode */
 
else if( (getnum("appendmode.tmp") )&&(getnum("openmode.tmp") ) ) {
 
if(getnum("openmode.tmp") ) 







else ' {■"■ 
update_screen(); 
^ • ' , ■' V 
/* set flags */ 
if { (num = getnum("num_of_ob ject. tmp-M ) >- 2)
putflag("nura_of__object. tmp",num-1) ; 
putflag("editmode.tmp",flag = on); 
putflag("appendmode.tmp",flag = off); 
putflag("oldobject.tmp", old_num+l); 
} ■■ ■ ■ v- . '/;; ■: ' 
else { . ■ 
putflag("editmode.tmp",flag = off); 








* File Name: undo-c
 










■ FILE:■*fp:7- -- - : ■ '■ 
;. int c; ■ ■ 

















undo__ob jecteditmode () ;
 










if( (fp = fopen( ./tmp/html.html","r") )==(FILE *) NULL) 
message("Error: Screen can not be updated."); 
else { 










* File Name: redo.c
 








{ ■ ■ . , 

















* File Name: parse.c
 




/* get value */
 


























if((val[i] == '&•) I I (feof(fin))||(!(*len))) {
 














/* hex to dec */
 














/* make value */
 




















/* clean spaces from query string */
 












/* get variable names */
 
char *get_var(char *value) {
 
int i = 0,j;
 
char *var = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * (strlen(value) + 1));
 
















/* upload file */
 



































* File Name: error.c
 
* Description: Used to display error message
 
* for exception handling with
 
* JavaScript dialog box.
 
■ */ . / 
























* File Name: common,c
 
* Description: Common modules are used by major functions.
 
■A­
/* get number from memory */ 




char filename[maxline], msg[maxline]; 
sprintf(filename,". ./tmp/%s"^from_here); 
sprintf(msg,"Failed to Open [%s] file.",from_here); 








/* put number into memory */ 
void putnum(char *here, int num) 
{ 
FILE *fp; 
char filename[maxline], msg[maxline]; 
sprintf(filename,". ./tmp/%s",here); 
sprintf(msg,"Failed to Open [%s] file.",here); 





/* update the main window */ 







if( (fptr = fopen(". ./tmp/html.html","r") )==(FILE *) NULL) 
message("Error: Screen can not be updated."); 
else { 






/* update new.tmp file for new survey */
 














if((flagfp = fopen(flagfile,"w")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 










/* set the new flag */
 










sprintf(msg,"Failed to Open [%s] file.",here);
 










/* save survey form */
 






sprintf(command,"cp -f .;/tmp/html.html ../survey/%s|
 
cp ~f ../survey/%s ../tmp/html.html (
 
cp -f ../tmp/cgi.cgi ../survey/cgi-bin/%s.cgi|
 






















■ FI:LE' >editfp; ^ ■ 
/* initiate edit.html */
 
if((editfp = fopen("../tmp/edit,html"/"w")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 








fprintf(editfp,"<!~ Hide JavaScript \n");
 




















/* initiate survey header */ 
void init_header(char *file) 
{ ■ 
FILE *fp; 
/* initiate survey header */
 
if((fp = fopen("../tmp/header.html","w")) == (FILE *) NULL)
 








fprintf(fp,"<!~ Hide Script ~\n");
 
































sprintf(msg,"Failed to Open [%s] file file);
 
















































sprintf(msg,"Failed to Open [%s] file.",file);
 











fprintf(fp;" if (@J {\n");
 












fprintf(fp,"if ( $ENY{'REQUEST_METHOD•} eq \"GET\"){\n")}
 
fprintf(fp," $in = $ENV{'QUERY_^STRING'};\n");
 
fprintf(fp/"} elsif ($ENV{^REQUE3T_jMETH0D V} eq \"POST\") {\n");
 










fprintf(fp,"0in = split(/&/, $in);\n");
 
fprintf(fp,"foreach $i (0 .. $#in) {\n");
 
fprintf(fp," #convert plus's to spaces\n");
 
fprintf(fp," $in[$i] =- s/\\+/ /g;\n");
 




fprintf(fp," $in[$i] s/%(..)/pack(\"c\", hex($1))/ge;\n");
 
fprintf(fp," #split into key and value.\n");
 
fprintf(fp," $loc = index($ih[$i], \"=\");\n");
 
fprintf(fp," $key = substr($in[$i], 0, $loc );\n");
 
fprintf(fp," •$val = substr($in[$i], $loc+l);\n");
 
fprintf(fp,"#$in{$key} .= 'WO' if (defined($in{$key}));
 
#\\0 is multiple separator\n");
 


































sprintf(msg^"Failed to Open [%s] file. file);
 
























fprintf(fp," if (0J (<br>\n");
 












fprintf(fp,"if ( $ENV{'REQUESTJVIETHGD'} eq \"GET\"){<br>\n");
 
fprintf(fp,"<DD> $in = $ENV{'QUERY__STRING V};<br>\n");
 














fprintf(fp,"0in = split(/&/, $in);<br>\n");
 
fprintf(fp,"foreach $i (0 .. $#in) {<br>\n");
 
fprintf(fp,"<DD> ttconvert plus's to spaces<br>\n");
 
fprintf(fp,"<DD> $in[$i] =- s/\\+/ /g;<br><br>\n");
 








fprintf(fp,"<DD> #split into key and value.<br>\n");
 
fprintf(fp,"<DD> $loc = index($in[$i], \"=\");<br>\n");
 
fprintf(fp,"<DD> $key - substr($in[$i], 0, $loc );<br>\n");
 
fprintf(fp,"<DD> $val = substr($in[$i], $loc+l);<br>\n");
 
fprintf(fp,"<DD> #$in{$key} .= '\\0' if (defined($in{$key}));
 
#\\0 is multiple separator<br>\n");
 






fprintf(fp,"# —^ — —<br>\n");
 




























sprintf(msg,"Failed to Open [%s] file.",file);
 








fprintf(fp,"\n<br># ——■—;—--") ; 
fprintf(fp,"\n<br># HTML Response "); 





fprintf (fp, "\n<br>print \"&lt;head&gt;&lt;title&gt;
 








fprintf(fp,"\n<br>print \"&lt;font size=6 color=ffOOOO&gt;
 
Thank you for your cooperation.</font>\\n\";");
 
fprintf(fp,"\n<br>print \"&lt;font size=2 color=ffOOOO&gt;
 








fprintf (fp, "\n<br>print \"\\n\"^^
 
fprintf (fp, "\n<br>print ^ •-") ;
 
fprintf(fp,"\n<br>print\"# END OF CGI PROGRAM ");
 




fprintf ( fp, "\n<br>print \n\n\";r ) ;
 
fprintf (fp,"\n<br>print \"\\n#————— "); 
fprintf(fp,"\n<br>print \"\\n# THIS CGI PROGRAM WAS 
GENERATED BY SURVEYGEN "); 
153 
































































/* display directory list */
 




{■ ~ . 
FILE *ofp, *tofp; 
char s[maxline], *c, *wordptr; 
int i=0, len; 
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printf("<input type=\"reset\" value=\" Clear
 
printf("cinput type=\"submit\" value=\" Insert V">");
 
■■ ■ '■ :• ■ ■ ■' 	 : ■ ■ ■„
else."{.­
printf("<TD><BR>"); 
printf ("<input type=\"submit\" value=5\" %s \"><br> 
<br>",btn_val); 
printf("<input type=\"reset\" value=\" Reset \"><br> 
.V <br>"); 
y ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ 
if( !strcmp(command,"save_file")) { 
printf ( "</TD></TR><:TR><TD></TD><5D>");;, 





































"cp -f ../tmp/sgtmp005.html •./tmp/sgtmp006.html | 
cp -f . ,/tmp/sgtmp004.html .,/tmp/sgtmp005.html | 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmp003.html . ./tmp/sgtitip004.html | 
;	 cp -f . . /tmp/sgtmp002.html ..,/tmp/sgtmp003.html [ 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmpOOl.html ../tmp/sgtmp002.html 













"cp -f ../tmp/sgtmplOO.html ../tmp/html.html I
 
cp -f ••/tmp/sgtmp200.htinl ../tmp/sgtmplOO.html |
 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmpSOO.html ../tmp/sgtmp200.html I
 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmp400.html .V/tmp7sgtmp300.html I
 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmp500.html ../tmp/sgtmp400,html ]
 












"cp -f ../tmp/cgitmp005.cgi ../tmp/cgitmp006.cgi 1
 
cp -f ../tmp/cgitmp004.cgi ../tmp/cgitmp005.cgi |
 
cp -f ../tmp/cgitmp003.cgi ../tmp/cgitmp004.cgi I
 
cp -f ../tmp/cgitmp002.cgi ../tmp/cgitmp003.cgi |
 
cp -f ../tmp/cgitmpOOl,cgi ../tmp/cgitmp002.cgi |
 




}■ , ■ ■ ■ : . ' ■ ■ ■ / , 	 ■ ■ 
void bkup__CGI2 () 
char command[MAXCMD]; 
strcpy(command, 
"cp -f ../tmp/cgitmplOO.cgi ,./tmp/cgi.cgi I 
cp ~f . ./tmp/cgitmp200.cgi ../tmp/cgitmplOO.cgi | 
cp -f . ./tmp/cgitmp300.cgi ../tmp/cgitmp200.cgi I 
cp -f . ./tmp/cgitmp400.cgi . ./tmp/cgitmp300.cgi | 
cp -f . ./tmp/cgitmp500.cgi . ./tmp/cgitmp400.cgi | 
cp -f . ./tmp/cgitmp600.cgi . ./tmp/cgitmp600.cgi"); 
system(command); 
■ '} 	 V 
void bkup_GGIHTMLl () 





"cp -f . ./tmp/cgitmp005.htinl .. /tmp/cgitmp006.html 1 
cp -f . ./tmp/cgitmp004.html . ./tmp/cgitmp005.html | 
cp -f . ./tmp/cgitmp003.html . ./tmp/cgitmp004.html | 
cp -f . ./tmp/cgitmp002.html . ./tmp/cgitmp003.html | 
cp -f . ./tmp/cgitmpOOl.html . ./tmp/cgitmp002.html | 












'cp -f ../tmp/cgitmp100.html ./tmp/cgi.html
 
cp -f •*/tmp/cgitmp200.html ./tmp/cgitmplOO.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/cgitmp300.html ./tmp/cgitmp200.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/cgitmp400.html ./tirip/cgitmp300.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/cgitmp500.html ./tmp/cgitmp400.html
 














"cp -f /tmp/edittmp005.html .../tmp/edittmp006.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp004.html ../tmp/edittmp005.html
 
cp -f .../tmp/edittmp003.html ../tmp/edittmp004.html
 
cp ~f ../tmp/edittmp002.html ../tmp/edittmp003.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp001.html ../tmp/edittmp002.html
 











"cp -f ./tmp/edittmp100.html ./tmp/edit.html | 
cp -f ./tmp/edittmp200.html ./tmp/edittmplOO.html| 
cp -f ./tmp/edittmp300.html ./tmp/edittmp200.html| 
cp -f ./tmp/edittmp400.html ./tmp/edittmp300.html| 
cp -f ./tmp/edittmp500.html ./tmp/edittmp400.html| 






"cp -f /./tmp/editl005.html ./tmp/edit1006.html| 
cp -f ../tmp/editl004.html ./tmp/editl005.html| 
cp -f ../tmp/editl003.html ./tmp/editl004.html| 
cp -f ../tmp/editl002.html ./tmp/editl003.html 1 
cp -f ../tmp/edit1001.html ./tmp/editl002.html| 
159
 














cp -f ../tmp/editl200.html ./tmp/edit1100.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/editl300.html ./tmp/editl200.htiril
 
cp -f ../tmp/editl400.html ./tmp/edi11300.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/editl500.html ./tmp/editl400.html
 














"cp -f ../tmp/edit005.tmp ../tmp/edit006.tmp
 
cp ~f ^./tmp/editOQ4.tmp ../tmp/edit005.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/edit003.tmp ../tmp/edit004.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/edit002.tmp ../tmp/edit003.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/editOOl.tmp ../tmp/edit002.tmp
 














"cp ~f ../tmp/editlOO.tmp ./tmp/edit.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/edit200.tmp ./tmp/editlOO.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/edit300.tmp ./tmp/edit200.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/edit400.tmp ./tmp/edit300.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/edi1500.tmp ./tmp/edit400.tmp
 















cp -f ../tmp/appendmode004.tmp .»/tmp/appendmode005.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/appendmode003.tmp ../tmp/appendmode004.tmp J
 
cp -f ../tmp/appendmode002.tmp ../tmp/appen(±tiode003.tmp [
 
cp ~f ../tmp/appendmodeOOl.tmp ../tmp/appendmode002.tmp|
 






{ '■ ; ■ ;> ■ ; , :■/: ' ■ 
char command[MAXGMD]; 
strcpy(command, 
"cp -f ../tmp/appendmodelOO. tmp 
cp -f . ./tmp/appendmode200.tmp 
cp -f . ,/tmp/appendmodeSOO.tmp 
cp -f ../tmp/appendmode400. tmp 
cp -f . ./tmp/appendmodeSOO.tmp 
cp -f ../tmp/appendmode600.tmp 
system(command); 
} ■■ . .. ■ 
void bkup__editmodel () 
char command[MAXCMD]; 
strcpy(command, 
"cp -f ../tmp/editmode005.tmp 
cp -f . ./tmp/editmode004.tmp 
cp -f . ./tmp/editmode003.tmp 
cp -f . ./tmp/editmode002.tmp 
cp -f .. /tmp/editmodeOOl. tmp 
/v' - " . .V; 
. ./tmp/appendmode. tmp I 
. ./tmp/appendmode100.tmp 1 
, ./tmp/appendmode20d.tmp | 
. ./tmp/appendmode300.tmp | 
. ./tmp/appendmode400.tmp | 
. •/tmp/appendmodeSOO.tmp") 
'■ 
. ./tmp/editmodeO06.tmp 1 
. ./tmp/editmodeOOS.tmp | 
. ./tmp/editmode004.tmp 1 
. ./tmp/editmodeOOS.tmp | 
. ./tmp/editmode002.tmp | 
cp -f . ./tmp/editmode.tmp ../tmp/editmodeOOl.tmp"); 
system(command); 
void bkup_editmode2() 
char command[MAXCMD] ; 
strcpy(command, 
"cp -f . ./trnp/editmodelOO. tmp 
cp ~f . ./tmp/editmode200.tmp 
cp -f . ./tmp/editmodeSOO.tmp 
cp -f . ./tmp/editmode400.tmp 
cp -f . ./tmp/editmodeSOO.tmp 
cp -f . ./tmp/editmode600.tmp 
system( command) ; 
void bkup_namel () 
. ./tmp/editmode. tmp I 
. ./tmp/editmode!00.tmp 1 
, ./tmp/editmode200.tmp | 
. ./tmp/editmode300.tmp 1 






"cp -f ../tmp/name005.tmp ./tmp/name006.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name004.tmp ./tmp/name005.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name003.tmp ./tmp/name004.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name002.tmp ./tmp/name003.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/nameOOl.tmp ./tmp/name002.tmp
 














"cp -f ../tmp/namelOO.tmp ./tmp/name.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name200.tmp ./tmp/namelOO.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name300.tmp ./tmp/name20 0 .tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name400.tmp ./tmp/name300.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name500.tmp ./tmp/name400.tmp
 




















































































"cp -f ../tmp/oldobject005.tmp ../tmp/oldobject006.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobject004.tmp ../tmp/oldobjectOOS.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobjectOOS.tmp ../tmp/oldobject004.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobject002.tmp ../tmp/oldobjectOOS.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobjectOOl.tmp ../tmp/oldobject002.tmp|
 













"cp -f . ./tmp/oldobjectlOO.tmp . ./tmp/oldobject.tmp 1 
cp -f . ./tmp/oldobject200.tmp ../tmp/o1dob jec1100.tmp J 
cp -f . ./tmp/oldobjectSOO.tmp . •/tmp/oldobject200.tmp | 
cp -f . ./tmp/oldobject400.tmp . ./tmp/oldobjectSOO.tmp | 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobjectSOO.tmp . ./tmp/oldobject400.tmp | 





■ J ■ ■ ■ 	 • : . ; ■ ' ■ ' . ■■ ■ 
void bkup__pgbreakl () 
char command[MAXCMD]; 
strcpy(command, 
"cp , ./tmp/pgbreakOOS.tmp . ./tmp/pgbreak006.tmp 1 
cp -f . ./tmp/pgbreak004.tmp . ./tmp/pgbreak005.tmp | 
cp -f . ./tmp/pgbreak003.tmp . ./tmp/pgbreak004.tmp ] 
cp -f . ./tmp/pgbreak002.tmp . ./tmp/pgbreakOOS.tmp ] 
















'cp -f ../tmp/pgbreaklOO.tmp ./tmp/pgbreak.tmp |
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbreak200.tmp </tmp/pgbreaklOO.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbreakSOO.tmp ./tmp/pgbreak200.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbreak400.tmp ./tmp/pgbreakS00.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbreakSOO.tmp ./tmp/pgbreak400.tmp|
 








































.... '■ '}' ■ :■ 






"cp -f . ./tmp/num___pf___objectlOO. tmp 
. ./tmp/num_of_object.tmp I 
cp -f . ./tmp/num_of_object200.tmp 
. ./tmp/num_of_objectlOO.tmp | 
cp -f . ./tmp/num__of__object30b. tmp 
. ./tmp/num__of_object200. tmp 1 
cp -f .. /tmp/num__of___ob ject400. tmp 
. ./tmp/num_of__object300, tmp | 























"cp -f ../tmp/object005.tmp ../tmp/object006.tmp
 
cp -f ./tmp/object004.tmp ../tmp/object005.tmp
 
cp ~f ../tmp/objectOOS.tmp ../tmp/object004.tmp
 
,cp -^f ../tmp/object002.tmp ../tmp/objectOOS.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/objectOOl.tmp ../tmp/object002.tmp
 














"cp -f ../tmp/object100.tmp ./tmp/object.tmp |
 
cp -f ../tmp/object200.tmp ./tmp/objectlOO.tmp 1
 
cp ~f ../tmp/objectSOO.tmp ./tmp/object200.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/object400.tmp ./tmp/objectSOO.tmp 1
 
cp -f ../tmp/object500.tmp ./tmp/object400.tmp|
 











































































■{ ' ■ ■■ ; ■■ 
switch(them) { 
case HTML: 
bkupJHTMLl () ; 
bkup__EDITl () ; 
bkup__EDIT_ONEl () ; 
bkup_EDITTMPl 0; 
bkup_appendmodel () ; 
bkup_^editmodel () ; 
bkup__namel () ; 
bkup__ob jecteditmodel () ; 
bkup^oldobjectl0; 
bkup_pgbreakl(); 
bkup__num_o f_ob jec11() ; 
bkup__objectl () ; 




bkup__CGIl () ; 
bkup_CGIHTMLl(); 








































































































cp -f ../tmp/sgtmp400.html ../tmp/sgtmpSOO.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmp300.html ../tmp/sgtmp400.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmp200.html ../tmp/sgtmp300.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmplOO.html ../tmp/sgtmp200.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/html.html ../tmp/sgtmplOO.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmpOOl.html ../tmp/html.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmp002.html ../tmp/sgtmpOOl.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmp003.html ../tmp/sgtmp002.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmp004.html ../tmp/sgtmp003.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/sgtmp005.html ../tmp/sgtmp004.html
 














"cp -f .*/tmp/cgitmp500.cgi ../tmp/cgitmp600.cgi
 
cp -f ../tmp/cgitmp400.cgi ../tmp/cgitmpSOO.cgi
 
cp -f ../tmp/cgitmp300.cgi ../tmp/cgitmp400.cgi
 
cp -f ../tmp/cgitmp200.cgi ../tmp/cgitmp300.cgi
 
cp -f ../tmp/cgitmplOO,cgi ../tmp/cgitmp200.cgi
 

















































































































































"cp -f ../tmp/edittmp500.html ../tmp/edittmp600.html|
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp400.html ../tmp/edittmp500.html 1
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp300.html ../tmp/edittmp400.html|
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp200.html ../tmp/edittmp300.html|
 
cp -f .,/tmp/edittmplOO.html ../tmp/edittmp200.html|
 
cp -f ../tmp/edit.html ../tmp/edittmplOO.html I
 
cp —f ../tmp/edittmpOOl.html ../tmp/edit.html 1
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp002.html ../tmp/edittmpOOl.html|
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp003.html ../tmp/edittmp002.html|
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp004.html ../tmp/edittmp003.html|
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp005.htrrd ../tmp/edittmp004.html|
 










"cp -f ../tmp/edittmp500.tmp ../tmp/edittmp600.tmp I
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp400.tmp ../tmp/edittmpSOO.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp300.tmp ../tmp/edittmp400.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp200.tmp ../tmp/edittmp300.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmplOO.tmp ../tmp/edittmp200.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/edit.tmp ../tmp/edittmplOO.tmp |
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmpOOl.tmp ../tmp/edit.tmp I
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp002.tmp ../tmp/edittmpOOl.tmp 1
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp003.tmp ../tmp/edittmp002.tmp I
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp004.tmp ../tmp/edittmp003.tmp|
 
cp -f ../tmp/edittmp005.tmp ../tmp/edittmp004.tmp|
 






{ . • "■ ^ V • / ' ■; ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■. 
char command[MAXCMD]; 
strcpy(command/ 
"cp -f . ./tmp/editl500.html . ./tmp/editl600.html | 
cp -f ../tmp/edit1400.html . ./tmp/editl500.html | 
cp -f ../tmp/editl300.html ../tmp/editl400.html | 
cp -f ../tmp/editl200.html . ./tmp/edit1300.html | 
169 
 cp -f ../tmp/editllOO.html ../tmp/editl2Q0.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/editl.html ,/tmp/editllOO.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/editlOOl.html ../tmp/editl.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/editl002.html ../tmp/editlOOl.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/editl003.html ../tmp/editl002.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/editl004.html ../tmp/editl003.html
 
cp -f ../tmp/editl005.html ../tmp/editl004.html
 








































































"cp -f ../tmp/editmode500.tmp ./tmp/editmode600.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/editmode400.tmp ./tmp/editmodeSOO.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/editmode300.tmp ./tmp/editmode400.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/editmode200.tmp ./tmp/editmode300.tmp
 






cp -f ../tmp/editmode.tmp . /tmp/editmode100.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/editmode001.tmp ../tmp/editmode.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/editmode002.trtip ../tmp/editmode001.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/editmode003.tmp ../tmp/editmode002.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/editmode004.tmp ../tmp/editmode003.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/editmode005.tmp ../tmp/editmode004.tmp
 










"cp -f ../tmp/name500.tmp ../tmp/name600.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name400.tmp ../tmp/name500.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name300.tmp .,/tmp/name400.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name200.tmp ../tmp/name300.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/namelOO.tmp ../tmp/name200.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name.tmp /tmp/name100.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/nameOOl.tmp ../tmp/name.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name002.tmp ../tmp/nameOOl.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name003.tmp ../tmp/name002.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/name004.tmp ../tmp/name003.tmp
 
cp -f .,/tmp/name005.tmp ../tmp/name004.tmp
 














"cp -f ../tmp/oldobject500.tmp ../tmp/oldobjectGOO.tmp
 
cp ~f ../tmp/oldobject400.tmp ../tmp/oldobjectS00.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobject300.tmp ../tmp/oldobject400.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobject200.tmp ../tmp/oldobject300.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobjectlOO.tmp ../tmp/oldobject200.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobject.tmp /tmp/oldobjectlOO.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobjectOOl.tmp ../tmp/oldobject.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobject002.tmp ../tmp/oldobject001.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobject003.tmp ../tmp/oldobject002.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/oldobject004.tmp ../tmp/oldobject003.tmp
 























"cp -f ../tmp/pgbreakSOO.tmp ../tmp/pgbreak600.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbreak400.tmp ../tmp/pgbreakSOO.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbreak300.tmp ../tmp/pgbreak400.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbreak200.tmp ../tmp/pgbreak300.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbreaklOO.tmp ../tmp/pgbreak200.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbreak.tmp ,/tmp/pgbreaklOO.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbreakOOl.tmp ../tmp/pgbreak.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbreak002.tmp ../tmp/pgbreakOOl.tmp
 
cp -f •./tmp/pgbreak003.tmp ../tmp/pgbreak002.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbreak004.tmp ../tmp/pgbreak003.tmp
 
cp -f ../tmp/pgbr.eak005.tmp ../tmp/pgbreak004.tmp
 














































































































































































































































































/* finish up the survey file */
 
















sprintf(dmsg,"Failed to open [%s] file.",dfname);
 
sprintf(smsg,"Failed to open [%s] file.",sfname);
 
if (dfp = fopen(dfile, )) == (FILE *) NULL) { 
message(dmsg); 
exit (EXIT FAILURE); 
} 




























/* screen update */
 
if((editfp = fopen("../tmp/edit.html","r"))==(FILE *) NULL)
 


























/* update edit.html */
 
editfp = fopen("../tmp/edit.html", "w");
 
if (editfp == NULL) {
 






edittmplfp = fopen("../tmp/edit.tmpl", "r");
 
if (edittmplfp == NULL) {
 






edittmp2fp = fopen("../tmp/edit.tmp2", "r");
 
if (edittmp2fp == NULL) {
 





































/* append and reflesh right side of edit window */
 
void append__edit_menu( char ^object)
 
^ ■ • - , 
FILE *editfp, *edittmplfp> *edittmp2fp; 
char line[maxline], *w; 
int num; 
/* update edit.html */
 
editfp = fopen("../tmp/editihtml", "r");
 
if (editfp == NULL) {
 




■ } ■ ■ • ; 
edittmplfp = fopen("../tmp/edit.tmpl", "w");
 
if (edittmplfp == NULL) {
 




edittmp2fp = fopen("../tmp/edit.tmp2", "w");
 
if (edittmp2fp == NULL) {
 




} ■: ■ ■ ■ ■• " ■ ■ ■ . ; • , ■ ' „ 
rewind(editfp);
 
while ( (w = fgets(line^maxline,editfp) ) != NULL) {
 
if ( !strcmp(line, "<!-— END OF OBJECT —->\n") ) { 
fputs(line,edittmp2fp); 
while( (w = fgets(line,maxline^editfp) ) != NULL) 
fputs(lineyedittmp2fp); 
■ break;' ■ 












/* update edit.html */
 
editfp = fopen("../tmp/edit.html", "w");
 
if (editfp == NULL) {
 




edittmplfp = fopen("../tmp/edit.tmpl"^ "r");
 
if (edittmplfp == NULL) {
 




edittmp2fp = fopen("../tmp/edit.tmp2", "r");
 
if (edittmp2fp == NULL) {
 


































void edit_append(char ^filename, char *name, int type) 
{ , ■ ■ 
FILE *editfp, *edittmp2fp; 
char *w, line[maxline]; 
char sfile[maxline], dfile[maxline]; 
char smsg[maxline], dmsg[maxline]; 
sprintf(sfile,"../tmp/%s",filename);
 




















/* [[ ]] mark on the selected object */
 


























FILE *fp, *tmplfp, *tmp2fp;
 
char file[maxline], msg[maxline], cmpl[maxline], cmp2[maxline];
 














if((type == HTML)||(type == DELETEHTML)||
 













































strcpy(end_of__object,"# END OF OBJECT\n");
 
^ '' ^ ■ ­






strcpy(end_of_object,"# END OF OBJECT\n");
 
] ' ■ . 
else if((type == CGIVIEW)||(type == DELETECGIVIEW)) { 
sprintf(cmpl^"<br># object%d\n",obj__num); 
sprintf(cmp2,"<br># object%d\n"^obj_num+l); 
strcpy(end__of__object,"<br># END OF OBjECT\n"); 
) . 
else if(type == INSCGIVIEW) { 
sprintf(cmpl,"<br># object%d\n"^obj__num+l); 
sprintf(cmp2^"<br># object%d\n",obj_num+l); 





/* open source file
 






I ■ . ■■ ■ ' ■ .. ■ •' , , ■ ; 




sprintf(msg,"Failed to open [%s.lstl] file.",fname);
 
} ■ .. . ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■■ ■■ . / ■ ■ V' 
else if((type == CGIVIEW)j 1 (type == DELETECGIVIEW)|  
(type == INSCGIVIEW)) { 
sprintf(tlfile,"../tmp/%s.viewl", fname); 
sprintf(msg,"Failed to open [%s.viewl] file.",fname); 
} •' ■ ■ '.V- ■ ' ■ „ • 
else . {„ ■ 
sprintf(tlfile,"../tmp/%s.tmpl", fname); 
sprintf(msg,"Failed to open [%s.tmpl] file.",fname); 
/* open destination tmpl file */
 













if ( (getniim( "num_of_object. tmp") ) && (type !=EDIT) ) { 
if(type == INSEDITTMP) { 
fputs(line,tmplfp); 
if( !strcmp(line,cmpl) ) 
break; ' 
; . else 
if( !strcmp(line,cmpl) ) 
break; 
fputs(line,tmplfp); 
• ■ ■ ■• ■ ■ 
■ ■ - .■ ■ ■ ■ ) . ■ • ■ • ■ 
else if( (type == 
■ ^ ■ " ■ 
EDITTMP) | I (type =-
• ■ 
DELETEHTML) | | 
A' . • 





DELETEEDIT) I I (type 
INSEDIT) I I (type == 
== INSHTML) | 1 
INSCGI) I 1 
(type == INSGGIVIEW) ) { 
if( !strcmp(line,cmpl) ) 
break; ■ 
fputs(line,tmplfp); 
■; ^ i■ ■; ; ■ ; ' • , ■ - ' ; ; 
■ ■■■■ • else { 
fputs(line,tmplfp); 
if( !strcmp(line,cmpl) ) 
■ , /V break; 
} while (w != NULL); 
fclose(tmplfp); 
if( (type == EDITTMP) I I (type == INSEDITTMP) ) { 
sprintf(t2file,". ./tmp/%s.Ist2", fname); 
sprintf(msg,"Failed to open [%s.Ist2] file• fname); 
■ ■■ ■ : ■ . . . . . . 
else if( (type == CGIVIEW) | | (type == DELETECGIVIEW) | | 
(type == INSGGIVIEW) ) { 
sprintf(t2file,". ./tmp/%s.view2", fname); 
sprintf(msg>"Failed to open [%s.view2] file.",fname); 
^ else; { ■ 
sprintf(t2file,". ./tmp/%s.tmp2", fname); 
sprintf(msg,"Failed to open [%s.tmp2) file.",fname); 
/* open destination tmp2 file */ 
if ( (tmp2fp = fopen(t2file, "w") ) == NULL) { 
message(msg); 




















































































if((type == HTML)||(type == DELETEHTML)||
 

















strcpy(end_of_objeGt,"<!~ END OF OBJECT—>\n") ; 
' ■ ■ ' . 
else if( (type == EDITTMP) |I (type == INSEDITTMP)) { 
sprintf(cmpl,"%s\n",name); 
} , . ■ : ■ ■ ■ 
else if( (type == CGI) I I (type == DELETECGI)){ 
spi^intf (cmpl, "# objeGt%d\n",obj_num) ; 
strcpy (enci_of_ob ject, "# END OF OBJECT\n") ; 
■) ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ' 
else if(type == INSCGI) { 
sprintf(cmpl,"# object%d\n",obj_num+l);
strcpy(end_of_object,"# END OF OB^ECTVn"); 
' ■)■ ■■ ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ • 
else if ( (type == CgIVIEW);! j (type ==? DELETiECGIVIEW) ) {
sprintf (cmpl, "<br># object%d\n", oiD j_num);
strcpy(end_of_obJect,"<br># END OF OBJECT\n"); 
r -v' - ■ ■ V, - . : ■ ; 
else if(type == INSCGIVIEW) { 
sprintf(cmpl,"<br>#bbject%d\n",bbj_num+l); 
strcpy(end_of_object,"<br># END OF OBJECT\n"); 
• . ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . 
else^ 
message("Unknown OperationI"); 
/* open file */ 
if ( (fp = fopen(dfile, ^'w") ) == NULL) { 
message(msg); 
exit (EXIT_FAILURE); 
■} ■ "■ , \ 
if( (type == EDITTMP) j j (type == INSEDITTMP)) ( 
sprintf(sfile,"../tmp/%s.Istl", fname); 
sprintf(msg,"Failed to open [%s.lstl] file.",fname); 
} ; ■ ' : ■ ■ 
else if((type == CGIVIEW) j j (type == DELETECGIVIEW) j | 
(type =- INSCGIVIEW) ) { 
sprintf(sfile,". ./tmp/%s.viewl", fname); 
sprintf(msg,"Failed to open [%s.viewl] file.",fname);
} , ^ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ; .. > " 
else { 
sprintf(sfile,". ./tmp/%s.tmpl", fname); 
sprintf(msg,"Failed to open [%s.tmpl] file fname); 
} 
/* open file */ 













if((type == HTML)||(type == DELETEHTML)|J
 
(type == DELETEGGI) I I (type == DELETECGIVIEW)| 
 
(type == EDITTMP)[|(type == DELETEEDIT)|]
 
(type == INSHTML) 1 1 (type == INSEDIT) I f
 








■ ' . break; . 











' - ■ ■■ ) V . ■ ■ ' ■' ■ 
} while (w != NULL);
 
if((type == HTML) j j (type == INSHTML)) {
 










void replace_object(char *object, iht num) 
{ ■ ■ ■ 
/* split & update html file */ 
disjoin("html.html",object,HTML,num); 
join_tmp ("html.html", object, HTML, num) ; 
/* split & update cgi file */ 
disjoin("cgi.cgi",object,CGI,num); 
join__tmp ("cgi.cgi", object, CGI, num) ; 
/* split & update cgiview file */ 
disjoin("cgi.html",object,CGIVIEW,num); 
join_tmp("cgi.html", object, CGIVIEW, num); 
/* split & update edit tmp file */ 
disjoin("edit.tmp",object,EDITTMP,num); 
join_tmp("edit.tmp", object, EDITTMP, num); 
/* split & update edit file */ 
disjoin("edit.html",object,EDIT,num); 
join_tmp("edit.html", object, EDIT, num) ; ^ 
edit__append("edit.html",ob ject,EDIT) ; 
void insert object(char *object, int num) 
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join__tmp("html.html", object, INSHTML, num);
 




join_tmp("cgi.cgi", object, INSCGI, num);
 




join_tmp("cgi.html", object, INSCGIVIEW, num);
 




join_tmp("edit.tmp", object, INSEDITTMP, num);
 
system("cp -f ../tmp/edit.html ../tmp/editl.html");
 












join__tmp("editl.html", object, INSEDIT, num);
 
















































/* open survey */
 
if(type == HTML) {
 




■ \ . ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ • - ■ ■ ■ 
else if(type == CGI) {
 










sprintf(smsg,"Failed to open [%s] file. sfile);
 
sprintf(dmsg,"Failed to open [%s] file.",dfile);
 






• ■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■■■ ^ 



























fclose (sfp) ; ■ ^
 
void arrange_obj_num(char *filename, int type)
{ ■ V' - --" ■ ■ - ■ " ' 7' • 














sprintf(msg^"Failed to open [%s] file filename);
 
strcpy(tmsg,"Failed to open [arrange_num.tmp] file.");
 








while((w = fgets(line,maxline,fp)) != NULL) {
 















































































} ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . 











- ■ ■ ■ ■ . 'else'-' ' 
fputs(line^tmpfp); 
\ ■ ; ■ 























} . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .:
 
else if(type == EDITTMP) {
 
if( !strncmp(line,"object",6) ) { 
strcpy(object,line); 
obj__name = strchr (object,' : ' ) ; 
ob j__naine +=2; 
fprintf(tmpfp,"object%d: %s", 
ob j_num, ob j__name) ; 
obj_num++; 
- . " ' , ^ v: } ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ : ■ '■ ■ /
else ■ 
fputs(line,tmpfp); 
} ■ ■ ■ ■ . , 
} 
fclose (tmpfp) ; 
fclose(fp); 
if( (fp = fopen(file,"w") ) == NULL) 
message(msg); 
if((tmpfp = fopen(tfile,"r") ) == NULL) 
message(tmsg); 
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<FRAMESET ROWS="146,*" BORDER=0 FRAMEB0RDER=1>
 































































<BODY OnLoad="LoadImgs0" MARGINHEIGHT="0" MARGINWIDTH="0"
 
LEFTMARGIN="0" TOPMARGIN="0" TEXT="#000000" LINK="#223291"
 
ALINK="#223291" VLINK="#223291" BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" >
 
<TABLE B0RDER="1" bgcolor="bbbbbb" CELLPADDING="0" CELLSPACING="0"
 




<!— title bar —>
 
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" width="100%"
 








<font color="ffffff" face="black arial">&nbsp;SurveyGen<SUP>
 




























<!--- pull down menu bar —>
 
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" width="100%"
 




<A HREF="index.html" target="_top" onMouseover="hideAll();
 














<IMG SRC="images/nav__viewO.jpg" NAME="view" BORDER="0" ></A>
 
<A HREF="index.html" target="_top" onMouseover="hideAll();
 














<!— file tool bar —>
 
<table border="0" cellspacing="0" cellpadding="0" width="100%"
 




























































onmousedown="img_act('toc3*)" onmouseout="img_inact( * toc3')">
 






onmousedown="img_act('toc4')" onmouseout="img_inact('toc4 * )">
 






































































































































oninousedown="img_act('toclS')" onmouseout="img_inact('tocl5 * )">
 





















<IMG SRC='images/dot_clear.gif' WIDTH='10' HEIGHT='16' BORDER='0'></A>
 
























































































































































































































<h3><blink>Your web browser is too olci!</blink></h3>
 














// File Name: menul.js
 






v^r bVer = parseint(navigator.appVersion);
 
var NS4 = (bName == "Netscape" && bVer >= 4);
 
var IE4 = (bName == "Microsoft Internet Explorer" && bVer >­
var NS3 = (bName == "Netscape" && bVer < 4);
 
var IE3 = (bName == "Microsoft Internet Explorer" && bVer < 4);
 
//LAYER SWITCHING CODE ;
 
if (NS4 1 1 IE4) {
 
















• . ■ _ , ; } ■ ■■;• ■/; , . • . ■ ' . /■ ^ 
function showLayer(layerName) {
 
if (NS4 I I IE4) {
 
eval(layerRef+' ["'+layerName+'"] '+styleSwitch+' .visibi1ity="visib1e"' ); 
} ■ ;; . . •, ■ ■■ ;v ;. , V' ■ ' ' • ' ; 
function hideLayer(layerName) {
 
if (NS4 I 1 IE4) {
 
eval(layerRef+' ["'+layerName+'"] '+styleSwitch+' .visibility="hidden"' ); 
} . ■ ■ ; ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
■ ■}■ . . ^ ■ • /■ ■■ ' ■ ■ . ' 
loaded =0 
function Loadlmgs () { 
if (document.images) { 
//Top Navs
 
nav__fileO = new Image () ;
 
nav__fileO. src = "images/nav_fileO. jpg";
 
nav__filel = new Image () ;
 
nav filel.src = "images/nav_filel.jpg";
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 nav_file3 = new Image();
 








nav___view3 = new Image();
 








nav_help3 = heW Image();
 
"loaded = 1" . . ■ 
// Pull Down Menu
 


















































































help__topicl = new Image0;
 
help__topicl4 src = "images/help_tbpicl.jpg";
 






















if (document.images && (loaded == 1)) {
 












" ■ ■ } '• • ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ " ■ ■ ; ■ ' ■ ■ ■ . ■ ■ 








else if (img == 2) self.document.help__about.src =
 
eval("help_about" + Num + ".src");
 
}■ . " ■ . , . , , . ■ ' ■ ■■ . ■ ■ ' ' 
// Function for View Menu images. 
function imgView (img^Num) { 
if (img == 1) self .document.view__html. src = eval ("view__html" + 
Num + ".src"); 
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else if (img == 3) self.document.view__both.src = eval("view__both"
 












else if (img == 2) self.document.file__open.src = eval("file_open"
 
+ Num + ".src");
 
else if (img == 3) self.document.file_close.src =
 
eval("file__close" + Num + ".src");
 
else if (img == 4) self.document.file_save.src = eval("file__save"
 
+ Num + ".src");
 
else if (img == 5) self.document.file_saveas.src =
 
eval("file_saveas" + Num + ".src");
 
else if (img == 6) self.document.file_exit.src = eval("file_exit"
 




//Hiding Function for Drop Down Menu
 



























// File Name: menu2.js
 






if ((browserName == "Netscape" && browserVer >= 3)
 






else version = "n2";
 
if (version == "n3") {
 








































































































































































































if (version == "n3") {
 
imgOn = eval(imgName + "on.src");
 








if (version == "n3") {
 
imgOff = eval(imgName + "off.src");
 











// File Name: start.html
 
// Description: Displays Logo of SurveyGen in 10 seconds
 

































// File name: title.html
 
// Description: Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 

























































<input type=hidden name=coinmand value=5title>
 






























































<B>Bold:</B><INPUT TYPE="CHECKBOX" NAME="bold" value="b" checked>
 






<INPUT TYPE="RESET" VALUE=" Clear ">
 






















// File name: subtitle.html
 
// Description: Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 














































































<input type=hidden naine=coinmand value=subtitle>
 




























































































<B>Bold:</B><INPUT TYPE="CHECKBOX" NAME="bold" value="b" checked>
 








<INPUT TYPE="RESET" VALUE=" Clear ">
 






















// File name: question.html
 
// Description: Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 














































































<input type=hidden name="command" value="question">
 




























































































<B>Bold:</B><INPUT TYPE="CHECKBOX" NAME="bold" value="b" checked>
 






<INPUT TYPE="RESET" VALUE=" Clear ">
 






















// File name: tbox.html
 
// Description: Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 














































































<input type=hidden name=command value=tbox>
 












<INPUT TYPE="RESET" VALUE=" Clear ">
 





















// File name: radio.html
 
// Description; Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 














































































<input type=hidden name=command value=radio>
 
<B>How many choices do you need?</B>
 






<INPUT TYPE="RESET" VALUE=" Glear ">
 




















// File name: cbox.html
 
// Descriptipn: Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 






































































<input type=hidden name=cortanand value=cbox>
 
<B>How many choices do you need?</B>
 






<INPUT TYPE="RESET" VALUE=" Clear ">
 





















// File name: tarea.html
 
// Description: Displays text edit dialog box for inserting
 














































































<input type=hidden name=coinmand value=tarea>
 












<INPUT TYPE="RESET" VALUE=" Clear ">
 





















// File name: open.html
 
// Description: It splits main window area vertically, and
 
// displays survey in the left side of the window
 










<FRAMESET C0LS="*,17%" FRAMEB0RDER=1 >
 






















// File name: both.html
 
// Description: It splits main window area vertically, and
 
// displays survey in the left side of the window
 








































// File name: about.html
 






















<img src="images/logo.jpg" valign=center><b><font color="ffffff"
 
































// File name: min.html
 








<a href="../tmp/html.html"Ximg src="images/max.jpg" alt="Click here to
 










// File name: close.html
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